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Discrimination Hearing Against
City Gets Underway Here Today
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The Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights public hearing concerning a sex
discrimination charge in employment
brought by Rosemary Lamb against
the City of Murray and its police
department convened at 10 a.m. today
in the Common Council Chambers of
Murray City Hall.
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evidence to prove that Lamb was well
hired at the time Lamb applied for a
qualified as an candidate for police
position had -3ome-experience,
officer when she applied in May 1978.
said. Two men had one year of police
He added that he would bring out that
experience and the third had exshe was qualified or more qualified"
perience as a military policeman in the
than several male candidates hired by
U.S. Marine Corp.
the department since the time of her
Ebendorf called Lamb to the stand as
application.
his first witness. She was employed by
Lamb has had a history of being.
the Madidnville Police Department as
discrirnated against by the eity of
a patrol officer on March 30, 1978. She is
Murray, Ebendorf claimed, adding that
he would provide evidence to his `
statement. He said that he would also
prove that the police department had
discriminated in not hiring other
women candidates.
The police department has no women
officers.
Phillips stated that he planned to
show discrimination hid not taken
place. He added that the Public Safety
Committee, composed of members of
the Murray City Council who screen
applicants and recommend to the full
council on hiring officers, stated
reasons for turning down Lamb.
Three male candidates who were

The complaint alleges that Lamb was
denied a position on the Murray force
because of her sex. The respondent (the
city) denies having discriminated
against the complainant.
Ricardo Sisney, commission member
and presiding hearing commissioner,
opened the hearing by stating that
proceedings will be informal and not
follow formal court procedures.
Thomas A. Ebendorf, staff attorney
for the commission, and Galen Martin,
executive director of the commission,
represented the complainant. J.
William Phillips, Murray city attorney,
was counsel for the respondent.
Ebendorf pointed out in his opening
statement that he planned to present
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Dissident Farmers Claim
Victory In East District
ales

SUNBATHING — It's not es
.actly 'Cat On A Hot Tin Roof,' but Craig
Reeden, 404 South 12th Street is trying to take advantage of these sunny
days, that hopefully will be here to stay. The weatherman has forecasted
continued warm weather through Wednesday for the west Kentucky area.
Staff Photo $y Matt Sandery

Stacy Overbey

WASHINGTON
(AP)
Congressional energy leaders say
President Carter's revised gasoline
rationing plan stands a better chance of
approval than his first version. But
extremely close votes are expected.
"We're in a tight fight, a very tight
fight," said chairman Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash., of the Senate
Energy Committee.
His panel was taking up the modified
measure to give the president standby
authority to order rationing at a hastily
called meeting today.
A Senate floor vote was planned later
in the day if the committee approved
the plan. `tI would assume we'll get it
out-of committee. But on the floor, the
vote could be very close. There's going

CCHS Boosters To
Have Banquet
At School Friday
The Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club will sponsor a recognition
dinner at the CCHS cafeteria Friday,
May 11, at 7:30 p.m., according to a
club spokesman
All athletes and cheerleaders in
grades 7 through 12 will be honored
during the dinnner, the spokesman
said. Graduating seniors will be
presented with plaques.
Guest speaker for the occasion will be
Buron "Boots" Jeffrey, former
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
All interested persons are invited to
attend

to be quite a debate," Jackson said.
And Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.,
chairman of the House energy and
power subcommittee, said he anticipates the plan will face considerable
resistance in the House if it passes the
Senate.
"It will be difficult," Dingell said.
Both Jackson and Dingell said they
endorsed the changes made by Carter,
which they claimed improved the
overall plan.
Faced with likely rejection of-the
original plan In Congress this week, the
president sent on Monday an amendment to the plan that would expand the
amount of gasoline some states could
get.
The modified version would give
more gasoline to stated'like those in the
West where driving distances are large

High Blood Pressure
Screening Clinic Set
At Health Department
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clear and mild
Clear and mild tonight, low in
the low to mid 60s Partly sunny
and continued warm Wednesday,
high in the mid to upper 80s.
„ Extended ForecastKentucky's extended weather
outlook for Thursday through
'Saturday calls for unseasonably
warm temperatures through the
' period. A chance of showers in
the west Thursday and over the
state'Friday and Saturday. Lows
in the 60s and highs in the 80s.

Whitlow's is 96.64,
SchOol board chairman Don Henry,
father of a graduating senior, will give
the principal address of the evening. ...
Diplomas will be presented by Robert
G. Jeffrey, school superintendent. The
Murray High Band, under the direction
of James light, will play for both the
processional and recessional.
Baccalaureate services are set for 8
oxci. Sunday. May 20, at the,Wirat.Baptist Church. The Rev. Jack Jones,
pastor of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church and the father of a graduating
senior, will deliver the sermon.
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos of the
First Christian Church will give the
invocation and benediction. The
Murat High Mixed Chorus, under the
directian of Mrs. Joan Bowker, will
present the music. Deena Dailey, MHS
junior, will play the processi6nal and
recessional.
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Harry Fannin

MHS Boosters To
Man Counters At

today's index
Building Page
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
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Deaths& Funerals
Dr. Lamb. .
Garrott's Galley
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

a 1977 graduate of Murray State
L'aiversity with
chekir of -Sciencein criminology and corrections.
Lamb began to give testimony on how
she applied for the position on the
Murray force. She still was on the
witness stand at press time. An official
with the Human Rights Commission
predicted the hearing wOuld conclude
late this afternoon.

Murray High Honor
Graduates Named

struggling for control of the
organization, which is headquartered in
Springfield. The dissatisfaction stems
in part from low prices being offered
dark fired producers for their leaf.
An arm of the Federal Commodity
Corp., the association channels nearly
Stacy Overbey, valedictorian, and
$8 million annually in price supports to
Harry - Fannin, salutatorian, will be
segments of its 20,000 Kentucky and
featured speakers at graduation
Tennessee members when tobacco fails - exercises for the Murray High School
to bring the minimum support price.
class of 1979.
At a Monday night press conference,
The commencement ceremonies for
Edwards called the appeals court , the 156-member class will be held at 8
ruling a victory. He said his group of
p.ni. Thursday, May 24, in Holland
occupying farmers planned to reopen
Sta&m.
the association's offices for business
Miss Overbey, daughter of Mr. and
Urn. Don L. Conarhoy, has a four-year
today.
and where more gasoline has been used'.
grade average of 97.29. She will deliver
in the past.
the valedictory, address. Fannin, who
Carter's original plan would have
will welcome the audience, is the son of
allocated rationing coupons basec
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge E. Fannin. He
solely on the number of registered car
an average of 96.81.
has
in a household. Under the modification
Third honor graduate, Gena Lovett,
the amount would be based half ort the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larnon
number of vehicles in a family and half
Lovett, will give the invocation, and Pat
The Calloway County Health
on the amount of gasoline historicall)
Whitlow,
fourth honor graduate and
Department
will
conduct
Special
a
used in each state.
daughter of Mrs. June Whitlow, will
Screening Clinic for hypertension ,(high
The modified formula also would
deliver the benediction. Miss Lovett's
blood pressure) at the health departz. allow households to get ration rights for
grade average is 96.76, while Miss
ment, 701 Olive Street, between 8:30
no more than three vehicles.
a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Friday, May 11.
The changes were aimed at picking
Persons are encouraged to come
up support for the plan from various during their lunch hour, a spokesman
congressional critics.
said. No one should have to wait very
long,
the spokesrnan added.
But Jackson said in- an interview
The testing will be done with a new
there are still "so many competing
interests" that even the new plan could electronic physiometric blood pressure
IOW
recorder. Persons who have not been
be`in jeopardy.
tested during the past year are
especially urged to attend.
Hypertension; commonly known as
high blood pressure, is the nation's
greatest silent killer, the spoliesrrian
pointed out. It usually has no symptoms, he added, "Annually, 250,000
persons are killed by the effects of high
blood pressure," the spokesman said.
' One in seven persons over the age of 18
has hypertension, one in three if the
individual is over 50 years of age or
black."
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn. (AP) - A
victory is being claimed by a group -of
dissident farmers following a 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals decision
saying there is no federal jurisdiction in
suits involving the Eastern Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
Members of two groups, each with an
elected board of directors, have been

Revised Gasoline Rationing Plan
Stands Better Chance In Congress.
a

100 No. 109

FOR VEST — Helen Spann (left), past president
of the Murray Quota Cub
presents a donation of SUO to Murray
Police Chief Paul ferry Lee. The
check, will he used to purchase a bullet-proof
vest, the first one for the
department.
Staff Moto fly Matt Sand"

The Murray High Athletic Booster
Club will be manning the counters at
Burger Queen this Saturday (May 12i
during MHS Booster Club Day at the
local restaurant.
According to Bobby McDowell,
booster club president. Burger Queen
manager Ken Asher has agreed to
donate proceeds of the day's sales to the
booster club in return for the club
members' work that day. '
The donhtion will be used to help
finance the different projects sponsored
by the club.
Club members will be Working at the
restaurant from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday.
McDowell alselinnounced that the
boosters have received a $500 donation
from the Murray Optimist Club that
will be used to purchase weights for the
football team and a camera for the
basketball team.
The booster club has also purchased a
Squeegee to be used by the tennis team.
a pole for the track team, a baseball mit
for the baseball team, and shirts- for the
golf team, McDowell said.
To date, the boostirs have sporfored:
a football kickoff and football banquet:
basketball tip-off and basketball
banquet; and spring sports preview;
and for the first time. MHS spring
!Ports will have a recognition banquet'.

CHARITY BALL PLANNING — Making plans for the 1979 Charity
Ball, to
be held at the Murray Country Club June 2, are, left to
right, Mrs. Prue
Kelley, 'donations chairman, Mrs. Dean Poston, patrons chairman,
and
Joyce Boyd, office manager of the Comprehensive Care Center. Music for
-_
year's
event will be provided by the Common Wealth band
this
and admission is $25 per couple. All proceeds of the annual ball are donated
to
the Comprehensive Care Center.
Photo by )cnote B Gorckm

Inflation Forecast To
Reach 81/2% During Year
WASHINGTON (AP)
Treasury
Secretary Michael Blumenthal today
forecast
inflation rate of at least 8'02
percent for the year - a sharp increase
over earlier 'Carter administration
predictions.
President Carter's 1980 budget is
based on an assumed inflation rate this
year of 7.4 percent. Blumenthal told a
Senate Appropriations, subcommittee
that in making that forecast. "we
screwed up."
The treasury secretary said that
while continued high prices are expected over the next few months, a
trend toward lower -inflation should
become apparent by athe fall.
"I think it is obviously now not
possible for us to hit the kind of target'

(7.4 percent P that we predicted." he
said. "That's out.
Blumenthal said the fourth-quarter
inflation rate is likely to be at least 8 to
81
/
2 percent above the same 'period of
1978 "and it may be slightly more than
that.
"I would be surpnsed if we're below
81
/
2 percent," he'added. "I hope it's not
too far above that."
Asked later.about when Some relief
from current high interest rates might
be expected. Blumenthal reiporrded
"Nodoubt we will'see an easing of the
rate of inflation and then in the
prevailing level of interest rates in the
course of this year.. We can't expect
much improvement in the next month
or .so It will be several months before
inflation eases."
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Wade And Belderes
Wedding Is Planned
- SIM

Events Listed For Community Calendar
Wednesday, May 9
Tuesday, May I
St. Leo's Women's Golld will
Circles of First United
have their annual dinner party* Methodist Church will meet as
at 6:30 p.m.
follows: Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. John Fortin at 6:30 p.m.;
Wednesday, May 9
Hannah with Mrs. Chuck
County
Murray-Calloway
Guthrie at 7:30 p.m.;
Swim Team pre-season
Wesleyan, place find time not
conditioning program will listed.
continue each day at 3 p.m. at
Murray TOPS Club will the Murray State Pool.
From Pulp to Paper" will
meet at 7 -.p.m. at the Health Registration forms are be—.the special program at
available at the pool for those Empire Farm, Land Between
Center.
who have not signed up.
the Lakes, from 9:30 a.m. to 1
Calloway County Y:F.Aettes
p.m.
will meet at the Murray
Wednesday, May 9
will
Vocational School at 7:30 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs
Hazel Community Center
a.m.
.
- —Mee-81.4ollowstertowi1 r"ill -open at
Murray Star Chapter No. at 10 a m at the Colonial tivities by the Hazel Senior
433 Order of the Eastern Star House Smorgasbord; New Citizens including program by
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the .Concord with Mrs. Darrel Clara Bramley, craft day, and
Masonic Hall. The initiation Mitchell at 1 p.m.; Harris birthday party for each one
has been postponed.
Grove with Mrs. William Ray having a birthday in May.
at 1 p.m.; Pacers with Joan Lunch will be served at 11:45
All WMU groups of Sinking Brun at 9:30 a.m.
a.m.
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Session of the North
Bowling for Senior Citizens
with the Rev. Ronnie Adams Pleasant Grove Cumberland will be at Corvette Lanes at
to present the program.
Presbyterian Church will 1:30 p.m.
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Murray Band Boosters_will
Thursday, May 10
Edwin Cain.
meet in the Murray High Band
Murray Head Start will hold
room at 7:30 p.m. All parents
a recruitment and registration
Murray Bass Club will meet
of band students in Grades 8 to
day for all interested parents
Triangle
the
at
p.m.
6:30
at
12 are urged to attend as band
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
from
Restaurant.
camp plans will be made.
Center, North 16th Street,

Tuesday, May 8
Groups of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet as
follows: I at home of Mrs.
Henry Fulton at 10 a.m. and
IV at home of Mrs. Robert
Puttoff at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs. Corinne
McNutt.

Child Studies Building,
Murray State. Parents unable
to attend may call 753-7286
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Tonite Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres
All Seats $1.50
Cd•e:Elf

Munray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall.

•
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Listen To The Movies
On Your Radio At The
Drive In!!!

County
Calloway
Homemakers annual tasting
luncheon will-be held from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the nodal hall
of the First United Methodist
Church.
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
.the World are scheduled to.
meet at 6 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.

Thursday, May 10
North Pleasant GroVe
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women are scheduled to meet
with Mary Katherine Cain at 7
p.m.
Welcome Wagon Club will
make a day's tour to the -Land
Between the Lakes. Reservations are necessary' and call
Dorothy Overbey 753-2374.

AND SAVE $$$ ON SELECTED
GROUPS OF APPAREL!

United
Independence
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Homemakers Clubs ar,
scheduled to meet as follows
Dexter at 9:30 at the Dextei
Center; Town & Country and
Progressive, with place and
times not announced.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929.

hiss Sue Ann 11 ade
and Dennis R., Belderes

•

Ilartha McKinney Speaks At
Murray High FHA lleeting
is

Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDiY, MAY 9, 19'79
What kind of day will (June 21 to July 221
News from a distance
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the heartwarming, but a mate or
forecast,given for your birth close ally may object to you
traveling now. Avoid a late
Sign.
p.m. flare-up about mutual
ARIES
assets.
4.
UkMar. 21 to Apr. 19)
LEO
Though you agree about the
July 23 to Aug. 22)
future, it may be difficult to
Though the time is ripe to
cooperate now. Hurt feelings
love letters, the
write
same
could mean the
of an exchange of
possiblity
argument goes on and on.
hard words with others exists.
TAURUS
Be attentive and amenable.
Apr. 20 to May 20 )
VIRGO
An extra busy workday.
I Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "r
increases the possibility of
Take care of estate matters
irritations. A work project
negotiate loans, but be
and
may have to be done over,
prudent with ready cash. A
Keep - the peace where
mate or close ally may be in a
possible.
.,spending mood.
GEMINI
LIBRA
( May 21 to June 20
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 =-='•' `"
Social functions have
Sharing thoughts with loved
definite romantic possibilities. ones is especially gratifying
Avoid pressing your luck, now. Stress gentleness with
though. Don't spread yourself
and you'll avoid a p.m.
thin or party too late. confrontation.
SCORPIO
CANCER
031(C) ( Oct 23 to Nov. 21) Ine
Trust intuition: An inspired
hunch about a work project
improves income potential.
Co-workers though may be
edgy or competitive.
SAGM'ARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Twin invitations may
provide you with a delightful
dilemma. Romantic prospects
are bright, but respect the
feelings of sensitive friends
CAPRICORN
ktri
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
The accent is on sympathy
and compassion. Hospital
visits and charity work might
be part of your day. Avoid a
home vs. career conflict.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You may receive an invitation to an unusual gettogether, but in discussions
with others be tolerant of
opposing viewpoints.
PISCES
X
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Trust your intuitions abcNt
ventures. Joint
career
financial' dealings have an
element of discord. Unexpected news in the late p.m.

120,-4
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Request

Beginning of a
- New Look at
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;
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tlook*
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ttAtit440 sriAltDtt4
Stop By and See Us

1914 Coldwater Rd.
753-0317

YOU'LL FIND AN
OCEAN OF BARGAINS
AT IRENE'S,...

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Wade of Fulton, formerly of
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching
Joint outing by New Conmarriage of their daughter, Sue Ann, to'Dennis R. Belderes,
cord, Hamlin, and Hazel
son of the Rev. John and Arlene Belderes, Tampa, Fla.
Senior Citizens will be held at - Miss Wade is the granddaughter of J. A. Mann and the late
Paris Landing State Park. For
Evelyn M. Mann of Fulton, the late Sally B. Wright of Fulton,
information call Annette
and of Mr. and Mrs. Wilton W. Wade of Colorado Springs,
Burnham,436-5364.
Colo. Mr. Belderes is the grandson of tge late Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Barker of Brights. Va., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Program on "Pulp To
Michael Belderes of Tampa,Fla.
Paper" will continue from
The bride-elect, a graduate of Clarksville High School,
9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
Clarksville, Ind., is a 1976 graduate of Murray State
Empire Farm, Land Between
University with a B:S.- degree in social work. She is presently
the Lakes. .
-€roploye-d-- by the Green Valley Convalescent'Center,-New
AlPhliny, Ind.
Friday, May 11 •
The groom-elect, a graduate of Brandon High School,
Blood Pressure Sceening _ _ Brandon, --Fla., is a 1977 graduate of Virginia Tech,
Clinic will be held from 8:30 Blacksburg, Va., with a B. S. degree in agricultural
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Calloway
economics. He is presently employed with The Bureau of the
County Health Department. Census, Jeffersonville, Ind.
This is open to the public free
The wedding is planned for Saturday, June 23, at 7 p.m. at
of charge.
the First Southern Baptist Church, Clarksville, Ind. A
_
re ception will follow in-the fellowship hall of the church.
,Invitations are being sent;but all friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Martha McKinney was the
guest speaker at the Murray
High School chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America meeting held on
Thursday, April 26 at 630
p.m. in the library. Mils
Mc.Kinney spoke about' her
recent stay in Lake .Placid,
New York, where she was
doing mission work there from
the Baptist Church. This was
to promote the goal for worldwide brotherhood. She also
spoke about the winter
olympics which will be held
there this winter. In appreciation, she Was-presented
with a token gift.
Sharon Whaley and Lynn
Loberger spoke of the recent
state meeting held in
Louisville on March 29,30 and
31.
Girls attending the meeting
were: Karen Bailey, Susan

By Kent McGary
Recently the semi-annual
District _Beta Meeting was
'held with the Marshall County
High School Beta Club.
A plaque was given to the
Lowes Club for the highest
percentage of members
present. The Marshall Club
received a plaque for having
the most member' present.
After business and re:reshments, the installation of new
officers was held.
New officers for the upcoming year are as follows:
President, Bob Harrison,
Trigg County; vice president,
Lori Williams, Hickman
County; secretary, Carol
Trigg
Street,
County;
treasurer, Dale Sheridan,
ajid
Calloway
County;
reporter, Kent McGary,
Lowe's.

Its nice to feel
so good about a meal.
Chitken Pickin'
Wednesdays

SAVE 50C!

. Regular $1.88 2-piece Dinner
.
ken
•• 2 pieces of Choc
• Potatoes and Gravy
Roll

• Coleslaw •

TAG

tf"

Canvas Backed
School Emblemed
Rockers

Featuring Murray State University,
Murray High Schdol and Calloway County High School Design and Colors
r Other school chts/gos S Colors Available UpOn

II

YES! SALE QN DOWN TO IRENE'S

Diabetes Association will
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church with Doe
Warner, executive director.
-Ken.''.---. ia-bet s
Association,as speaker.

Sheridan Is
)er,44> Beta Officer

Great Gifts
For Graduation

Artcraft
Photography
One Day Fain Processing
118 So: 12th — 753-0035

nam,-

••
•
•••••IV.VIII;)•••••
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If ?tidings-Ponratts-Ftames

$

38
11

6„es
44e

Chicken
kntticky Fried
Murray.Kentucky

Crass, Stacy Fulton, Lynn
Loberger, Mary Morris and
Sharon Whaley. Advisors,
Mrs. Sally Crass and Mrs.
Lucy Lilly, and acting
Adviser, Mrs Dortha Bailey,
also attended.
Four Murray girls received
their state degrees, which is
the highest degree in the
organization. They were
Susan Crass, Stacy Fulton,
Mary Morris and Sharon
Whaley.
Dana Mansfield, who was
unable to attend, won a $400.00
scholarship to the Kentucky
college of her choice, for being
ah outstanding FHA member
and officer. She is the 78-79
president of Region I and is
first vice-president of her
chapter. She also has been
regional secretary and
- —
chapter secretary:Karen Bailey, president,
presided over this meeting.

•

Mom

SALE_
PR l( E

III •
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'
SELECTED GROUPS—

DRESSES
AND

SPORTSWEAR
By All Means
Go To c9

MAYFIELD-FULTON-UNION CITY

..S•4114other's
ea Day Special
4 "b
Firw'r 17"" 7
i
Ft
Delicious_ t
Cake

It

and
A Lovely Silk

Corsage
(white orred)

Delireied
Iler
Sata rdav.
Ilav 12

Sammons'Bakery
753-5434
*Stop a-itd See our display
*Call to check special package price
*Please order in advance
*Deliveries in city limits only
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The Gift of Fashion

tYt

611 //

This Mother s Day shell really ap
preelate the look ol stylish Auditions
shoes They It complement all her
new fashions Chocae
dressy looks
or casual from ouvezating collection of Auditions Our trained sales
staff will offer friendly service
and advice

&act Paton

Mother's
Day
is
May

C

13th

liag-Ttme
Blue S White
Brown Ii nee

tqatif

Shur Slow

Thomas Edison, inventor of
the light bulb, never finished
grade school.

MICHELSON'S1'
GE
Mfr (""f
el (
10 24)?,1 CHAR
IT
9.1-Air Shopping •

Open
•
'
7

Doily

Murray. try

Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.

Of Interest 70

Senior Citizens

The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center
for this week, Monday through
Friday, have been released.
These are also the menus for
the "Meals On Wheels"
program here.
.
Any senior citizen desiring
to eat at the center but who
does not have a ride, may call

Some say an itching eye
portends a friend's visit.

De

'1441)13t

By Abigail Van Buren

Pregnant Thought
DEAR ABBY: I have a .1..estion I'm sure mall other
women my age would like. to'know the an
so please
check with your medical experts and print your answer
:
am 48 and have not had ,i period in a year., Can I still get
pregnant'?
NO JOKING MATTER

I

•

DEAR JOKE: Even though your chances for
ting pregnant are slim, I ads se you to take precautionsgeton
every conceivable occasion'

Group Boys'

Dresses
% off

Suits

Girls'

Boys

Sports Wear

Sportswear

-'. JEANS

TOPS

SWIMWEAR

SHORTS

20% off
Group Infant

SHOES

3
*SHIRTS
*SHORTS

Off

JEANS
SW1MWE AR

20%

yr
2

Group Boys'

SWIMWEAR
Group

BEACH HATS

7he

2 Price

yr2

Price

Children's Fashions

Step ceadder

tiel Air Shopming Centpr
53 1195

Hrs 9 6 Mon Sat
9 9 Frt

•. _
DEAR XBBY: I have been reading your column for years
and I really enjoy it, but 1 ti•I -believe you have lost yolir
marbles.
You ask your readers tic rcc.• and let you know if
they sce
DEAR ABBY T-shirts, nighowns, or any other
item for
sale-bearing your name, .l,:r it's being done withou
t your
permission, and that unles,
put a stop to it you will lose
your copyrighted name. \ 'isk us to let you know
the
name and address nit .;:j store carryi
ng such
items. but you don't give
OUR address! Sure, we can
send it to the newspaper 1,k, I'm doing, hut
it takek.vrrore
time and we can't ht' sure ch. 'otter will ever reach
you. So
please, Abby. will you Kin:
addreS'S? Thank you.
FRUSTRATED

DEAR FRUSTRATED: Move over. Now we're"'
ROTH

frustrated. YOU didn't gist me YOUR addres
s! MYf address
is: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212. But all mail
addressed to me in care of your newspaper will reach
me.

DEAR ABBY: My mother .,ist finished reciting the sarne

Price

Photo Hours: Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 • Sat. 10-1 2-4:30

Menus Listed For Week Of
Nutrition Program Here

4is

Group Girls'

drinks juices and some Gatorade and is eating pretty
well. We're always reading
how important calcium is
for the teeth and bones and
are afraid she isn't getting

O.

The Calloway County Homemakers Annual Tasting
Luncheon will be held Thursday, May 10, from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the social hall of the First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
Persons attending will be able to taste the many different
kinds tif meats, vegetables, salads, breads, and desserts
made by members of the Homemakers Clubs. Some of thescrecipes are passed down through generations and they will
share these with the persons present.
The Calloway Homemakers organization has 20 clubs with
293 members. Mrs. Judy Stahler has directed the tasting
luncheon for several years. Working with ,her are Mrs.
Brenda Coop, county food chairman, and Maxine Scott,
county public information chairman.
No tickets will be sold at the door, according to Mrs. Scott.
A nursery will be available.

Gold
*Sizing Additional

Don't Forget Mother's
Day is May 13th

Some people do feel tired
if they take a water pill
because it works by washing
out salt. Often this is just a
matter of having taken more
medicine than is needed for

belly. I did your exercises
and it worked. I was flat. My
waist was only 25, down
from a 29-inch waist. Then
all she needs. Is there some
overnight I swelled up. I the job.
People who have been on form of other good souriie ot
looked as if I was pregnant.
The doctor said I had a lot of weight-losing diets and do 't calcium she could take or do
you think she should . get
fluid so he gave me a water lose any pounds for wee
pill called Esidex. But they may actually be accumulat-\ enough in her food?
DEAR READER
made me sick and tired so ing water. Then suddenly
please can you help me? I they'll flush out all the 'You're right. Calcium is
don't know what's -wrong. water. E'en with this natu- very important in the
The doctor said I was in good ral course of events during growth period particularly.
weight reduction, the water Milk is the major source of
shape. He gave me a good
exam. Now I look like I'm loss may cause temporary calcium in our diet or certainly milk products.
pregnant and I have pains in fatigue.
I would suggest that you
There -are some baby
my back and feel like my
body's been through a hard markedly limit your salt foods that contain large
intake. In your age group I amounts of calcium. Usually
work out.
DEAR READER — I'm would raise the question as these are cereals. Check
your nearest supermarkets
glad that the exercise pro- to. whether you're using a
gram helped you reduce birth control pill or not. and look carefully at the
your waist size. Proper exer- These often cause a person ingredients op the baby food
products that are available
cises for the abdomen will to retain sodium salt and
to you. You my be able to
tighten abdominal muscles water.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Our find some that he will use
and help shrink the w4istline. The only reason such granddaughter is 14 months that may help olve your
old
and hasn't used milk for
problem. A good example of
exercises work is because
they strengthen your ab- five months. She had a virus such a precooked cereal
and
was taken off all dairy would be barley with added
dominal muscles. If a person
lliss Connie Curd
already has strong abdomi- products for two weeks. nutrients, one ounce conSince
then when she's been
tains 264 milligrams of calcinal muscles, he won't • get
and David Beane .
offered milk, she's refused it
um. However, this figure
much out of the exercises.
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Connie
may vary quite a bit with
Other readers who want to no matter what we do to try
to
improv
e
differe
its flavor. She
nt brands.
Curd to David Beane, son of Mr. and Mrs. Teddy
try these exercises can send
Beane,
for The Health Letter numBenton Route 3 near Kirkse3, has been announced by
her
parents, Mr. and Mrs, James Curd, also of Benton Route • ber 3-7, Girth Control:
Avoiding The Big Middle.
3
near Kirksey.
Send 50 cents with a long,
Miss Curd will be a 1979 graduate of Calloway County High
stamped,'self-addressed envelope for it. Address your
School.
request to me in care of this
Thetroom-elect, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Troy Beane of
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Kirksey Route 1 and of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Cunningham of
Radio City Station, New
Benton Route 3, is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County
York, NY 10019.
High
Whenever your abdomen
School and is self employed as a farmer.
is full of something, whether
The wedding vows will be read on Friday, June 29, at 6:30
it's fluid, fat or gas, there's
p.m. at the Kirksey Baptist Church. A reception will follow
no way that exercises can
at
the Community .Room of the North Branch of the People
s • compress these. You have to
get the fat, fluid or gas out of
Bank, Murray.
the inside of the abdomen
Only out-oflown-invitatimsaillbesent,and allfriendsanel
before you can- reduce -the
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the recepti
waistline.
on.

Homemakers Plan
Tasting Luncheon

010K White or Yellow

Redacing fat belly
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
sent for your letter on the fat

Myrtle Jones and Patricia
Lassiter
presented the
program
on
—The
Resurrection: The Message of
Life," at the meeting of the
Independence
United"
Methodist Church Women
held April 12 at 7 p.m. at the
church.
The scripture from Luke
24:1-12 and John 21:1-14 was
read by Mrs. Jones. Mrs.
Lassiter gave a talk on "One
Single Event" and a poem,"33
Years."
Mrs... Jones and Mrs.
Lassiter
discussed
the
resurrection appearances of
Jesus to the women, to Mary
Magadalene, to Peter, and to
the 11 disciples. A solo was
sung by Mrs. Lassiter.
The president, Mrs. Inez
Hopkins, presided. The group
sent small crosses. and
scripture readings and poetry
cards to the 40 shutins in the
Convalescent Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Others present were Desiree
• Duncan, Maurita Burkeen,
Nancy Hopkins, and Terri
Burkeen, members; Wayne
Burkeen, Jason Burkeen, and
Josh Hopkins, visitors.

at.taitionts

HEALT11---Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Myrtle Jones,
Patricia Lassiter
Present Program

!Wm

White
Nay,
Boor

Curd & Beane Vows
Planned June 29 -

edvite

Ledger it Times

speech- she recites every
just before Mother's Day. It
begins,"Now please don t
your money away on a gift
for me ... I don't need arc. cq
Abby.) know
..rmethi--,t,reVit't NEED anything, 'Ali
I
enjoy giving her preseni, •, , t: takes the pleasur
e out of it
for me when she take, - attitude. I wish
you'd tell
mothers that children
atghttismtgraciously.•njgiving
oygk•
gifts im
Mother's Day. so please .
SOMEBODY'S DAU(.11TER

DEAR DAUGHTER: Don t blame your mother. Iler at
titude is typical of most mothers. They don't want their
children to deny themsely Y., anything in order to buy a gift.
I know. When I wks a child I recall vividly my own
loved mother now gone :11 y earsl saying, "Pleas don't bee
me any presents. I have eye% thing I need.- So insteadbuy
of
buying a gift I gave her something money couldn't buy.
I
wrote a poem or'r letter telhng her how much I appreciated
her. Years later I realized hoo much they must have meant
to her, because after she died I found them tucked
away
among her souvenirs —all nestlY bound together ;with • rib..
bon. She had saved every oni, of them!
"Them
NIF
osltDell.:
xN
haTulsAtil,
ngTtliiin1K, inK
life is

R
b:ilnaitg iannd
4im:er
be yoursel
v.o
.ul n.,
f

Lindberghl
o Agebtby, Boxthemo
Problems? You'll feel better if you
off 6y9
0ochest.
o7ur
l .
e
Fnovlope
re ape
.
person
al reply write
Angeles, C al. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed

7534938 between 10 a.m. to 2

p.m. It is necessary for persons to call a day in advance
for reservations for the luncheon, according to Wilma
Wilson,site manager. .
• This week's menus are as
follows:
Monday--ground beefmacaroni casserole', lima
beans, celery with cheese
sticks, hot roll, butter, hot
fruit, milk.
Tuesday—salisbury steak,
baked potato, green beans, hot
roll, butter, brownie, Orange,
milk.
Wednesday—fried chicken,
creamed potatoes, green peas.
hot roll, butter, baked apples.
milk.
Thursday—lasagne, tossed
salad, green beans, hot roll,
butter, orange cake, milk. -Friday—baked ham, turnip
greens, sweet potatoes, hot
roll, butter, applesauce, milk.

arrsh
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Injured Accident

IMO
GHILDREN
KUM
PLUS
i

8x10
PORTRAIT
IN

LIVING GGLIA

Roger Parrish, son of Mr
and Mrs. Bob Parrish of
Dexter Route 1, remains in
critical condition in the
Intensive Care Unit of the
DoYlestown
Hospital,
Doylestown,Pa. 18901.
Parrish was critically injured in a two car accident on

Sunday, April 22, at
Doylestown and has been
hospitalized since that time
He is employed at Buck's
County Play House.
Persons may send him
cards and letters at the above
address.

• Clessar trots &Merest barligrousd•
and custom poses
• Limit owe per, subject two pet Wally
• Additional portraita available in all
we, at reaaonable prier'.
Croups SI 25 each ad.:6600a! aubyert
• Persosa antler Ill oast be across
pasted by paretit or inardias
• Firtiabed portraits delivered el wore

NEW!
"DUO-IMAGE"
PORTRAIT
available at our low discount prrceS

Spring Fashions
Have Arrived!
For The

Medim -te 1347
Tops 8 T-Shirts '10,0'18
Pants 8 Jeans slO to 98
Shorts'6 and sti
Swimsuits '20 to'34
Dresses '16 -'28
Sizes 4 Thru 2(1

PARKER'S
UNIFORM Et MATERNITY FASHIONS
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA • PH.(502)247-8449
Hours:19{30-5:00 P.M. Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8:00 P.M. Friday
MAYFIELD, AY.
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
Jayne Scott, sophomore at Murray
High School, member of the Calloway
County 4-H Teen Club, and daughter of
Mr.and Mrs. Artie Scott, was the senior
winner in the Calloway County 4-H Club
Style Show held at Murray State
University Student Union Building.
Becky Burchett, student at Kirksey
School and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Burchett, was the junior winner. Senior rurinerup was Becky Scull,
member of Teen Club, sophomore at
Calloway County High School, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Scull.
Joe Keeslar, Murray, has been
named by Kentucky Gov. Louie B.
Nunn to the Kentucky Corps of
Longriflemen. Keeslar has been
building flintlock rifles for five years
and is an active member of the Natonal
Muzzle Loading Association.
Deaths reported include Walter
Gossum, 94.
Mrs. Everett Ward Outland was
installed as third vice-president of the
Bear Creek Girl Scout Council.
Kayo Willis has been named permanent basketball coach of the freshman at Murray State University.
Murray High beat Calloway County
High and Benton High to advance to the
finals of the District Baseball Tournament,

EDITORIAL

The $40,500
Diploma
Every parent with collegebound children is aware of the
high and rising cost of a fouryear college education.
But the cost of a "free"
public school education has
been going up, too. In fact, perpupil costs in the nation's
elementary and secondary
schools have increased at a
rate averaging more than 9.5
percent annually since the
school year of 1965-66.
According to computations
by the Tax Foundation,
American taxpayers spent
$13,778 on a nationwide average
to give a child a public school
education during the' past 12
years.
If cost trends continue — and
there is little prospect that they
won't, even with declining
enrollments—the price tag on a
high school diploma 12 years
from now would reach $40,500,
says the foundation.
It would be a bargain, we say,
if it represented a comparable
increase in skills learned and
knowledge gained.
Unfortunately, unless other

trends in public education are
reversed — such as declining
college-entrance scores and
reading levels — we fear that
while a high school diploma in
1991 may be more than three
times as expensive as its counterpart today, it won't be worth
that much more in terms of
education received.

fiAlF1F11

1515 Id<Navabl 5,4 lac

Garrott's Galley

101,,

20. Years Ago •

When The Moores1 Take A Trip,
It ,Turns Out An Adventure

When the Ray Moores leave town,
they don't just take a trip; they have an
adventure. Their latest took place in
Nashville.
With their two youngsters-still-ethane, Doug and Bettie, out of Murray
High for a couple days a few weeks
back when Murray State had its spring
break, Ray and Martha, who- live at
1609 College Farm Road, saw the
opportunity to spend a day shopping Ir.
Nashville.
Bettie had been bugging her parents
for some time for her first pair of high
heels to wear with blue jeans, which —
By Ken Wolf
some strange reason — seems to be
for
Despite the many attacks on .it over
ABOUT THIS PAGE
thing" these days. Ray and
"the
the centuries, Niccolo Machiavelli's
Editorials, columns and other
being of the bobby sox and
Martha,
how-to manual for rulers, The Prince
opinionated articles on this page are
era, weren't 100 percent
oxfords
saddle
(1513), is still widely read because of its-'
presented for ..the purpose oj.
idea, but reluctantly yielded
the
an
sold
author's exquisite grasp of human
providing a forum for the free
to Bettie's pleadings and off to Nash.
opinions'
nature — as it is, he wrote, not as it
differing
of
exchange
ville they dashed.
should be.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Among the most scandalous pieces of
Times strongly belie‘ie that to limit
The plan was to spend the daj,
advice in The Prince is the suggestion
opinionated articles to only those
have dinner with Jack and
shopping,
that, forced to make a choice, it is
which "parrallet the editorial
and spend the night as'
Crook
Kathy
better to be- feared than loved by your
philosophy of this newspaper would
of the Crooks' in their Nashville
guests
advice,
this
in
giving
subjects. Even
be a disservice to our readers.
apartment.
however, Machiavelli was cautious.,
Therefore, we encourage readers
Both Jack and Kathy are Murray
editorial
an
adding:
who do not agree with
graduates and are well known
State
Nevertheless a prince ought to
stand or the ideas presented by an
among the local young folks. Jack has a
If
that,
or
way
a
such
in
column
fear
Inspire
a
in
individual writer
degree in music and works in Nashville
he does not win love, he avoids
other article, to respond with their
as a singing waiter at one of the three
hatred; because he can endure
feelings on the particular issues
Jolly Ox restaurants in Music City
very well being feared while he is
being discussed with a letter to the
while trying to break into the country
not hated, which will always be as .
editor.
music business. Kathy, a daughter of
the
long as he abstains from
By the same token,- if-an issue has
Archie and Boazie Simmons, who live
property of his •citizens and subnot been discussed on this page and
on Hughes Avenue, teaches in the
women.
jects and from their
a reader feels that the.issue merits
Metro area.
Isn't it still true? Property (or
the attention of the general public.
The Moores' shopping day went well,
and
it)
buy
to
or
editor
the money necessary
we welcome a letter to the
the found and bought her high
and
women: these are still the potholes
an authored article on whatever that
heels, which she insisted on wearing
a
many
of
axles
thethat break
topic might be.
when they joined Kathy and Jack for
political bandwagon
dinner at the Jolly Ox.
Later, they were headed for the
FROM THE
Crooks' apartment, cruising along one
of the super streets when Doug
Rs Joe( rump
screamed, "Hey! The car is on fire'"
Pulling onto the shoulder and cutting
the ignition, Ray ordee-Veryone out
of the car and well away from it.
"I had terminated Noy comprehensive insurance on theOldttir so
young Doug could have plenty of
With 011 Prices Going Up,the Time Is
liability coverage when he drives," Ray
SENATOR GEORGE MCGOVERN
Cartel.
Ripe For a Wheat
recalled with resignation, "so I just
(S. Dak.)"...For almost the last year a
With $I a gallon gasoline looming
stood there waiting for my worldly
small band of Senators, including
are
obviously
measures
ahead, counter
goods to go up in smoke right before my
Senator Bellrnon (Okla.), Senator
needed. One such measure, suggested
eyes."
Melcher (Mont.) and me, have pursued
often in the past but never formulated,
-+a serious effort to promote inthe formrnation of a wheat cartel.
is
— thinking quickly
Kathy
Meanwhile,
ternational cooperative pricing
Such a cartel would be patterned after
across the street to a nearby
—
dashed
agreements among wheat exporting
exporting
oil
OPEC,the organization of
Ford garage for help. A man at the
nations...
countries. The cartel would include the
we
time
of
period
same
"During this
countries;
exporting
four largest wheat
have watched OPEC countries increase
s
The United States, Canada, Australia
WRITE T()POLITI(
prices
gasoline
and
oil,
crude
of
the cost
readers, I!.
our
to
serVice
Argentina.
and
a
As
go sky high at the pump and on the
Tiny
&
Ledger
The nationally-known economist,
Murray
farm. Farmers must absorb these price
Janeway, cites Japan's handling
publishes the addresm,
Eliot
periodically
producincreases resulting in higher
of escalating oil prices as an example to
of the state and federal elected
tion costs and continued low prices for
importer of oil plus food and
An
follow.
representatives serving our area.
this,
can
farm products. How long
wit!: refources, Japan thrives in the
LEVEL
FEDERAL
situation go on?
market by a barter System.
senator or representative
world
Any
in
gh
breakthrou
a
"Perhaps there is
It balances Its Imports with exports,
may be reached through the
sight with the news that Canadian
to part with hard currency and
l switchboard. 202-224refusing
2
(3.(1)n1gressiona
a
called
has
Lang
Otto
_
Wheat Minister
from those
imports
oil
withholding
meeting of exporters in Ottawa later
countries which do not accept its
Here are the mailing addresses
this month...
finished products. Such a system can
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
"I ask that an editorial published in
work because none of the major oil
3327 Dirksen Building Washin,:t-.
News
American
Dak.
S.
Aberdeen
the
is self-sufficient in
nations
exporting
I). C. 20510
(Excerpts
be printed in the Record.
food or industrial products. (Japan is
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
follow ).
100 per cent dependent on imported
4107 Dirksen Building
.
Washington, D. C. 20510
'The principles are sound and the
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
need e4sts now. It is time to put the
USPS Xi15-700,
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
barter klan into action.
Walter 1.7 Apperson
Publisher
+++
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
ft Gene Mc(utnheon
Editor
Washington, D. C. 20515
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Thoughts
In SeasOn.

garage, having seen the srnoking car,
from his Jolly Ox chores, they all
offered no help but was kind enough to
visited for a while then settled down for
give Kathy his card in the event Ray
the night.
ended up having to trade. Being a
The next morning, the service station
practical and fair-minded man, Ray
people called early to say the car was
felt that was a glaring example of
ready, all rigged with new wiring and
someone taking advantage of a fellow _ -the battery again secured so it wouldn't
in distress, and would have told the
jump out of its mount, touch the side of
man so personally had Martha not
the car and cause all the trouble again.
reined him in.
Ray sheepishly admitted that he
By then,the fire in the car had burned
purposely had left the battery clamp
itself out, having been in the wiring. off, because it made it easier fa borrow
the battery from time to time to use on
Their only recourse was for Doug and
their boat. That boat is another story. It
the girls, including Martha, to walk the
rest of the way to the Crooks' apartalmost sank the first time they put it
into the water and would have had
ment — several blocks away — from
Martha not plugged up the purchasewhich Kathy could call a wrecker then
return in their Volkswagen and pick
time, undetected holes with bubble
gum.
Ray up.
In the tenseness of the situation, no
Fortified with one of Kathy's big
breakfasts, they picked up the car and
one realized that Bettie, who had so
made the trip back to Murray without
proudly pranced into the Jolly. Ox on
her high heels, quickly experienced further mishap.
The "Home Sweet Home" sampler
what thousands of young girls have
took on a particularly special meaning
learned before her — that you can't
as they walked in the door. "You can
walk far in high heels without almost
say that again," Ray muttered
destroying your feet.
After the car had been towed to an all- gratefully, glancing at it. "You can say
night service station to be repaired, that again."
Bettie reluctantly admitted that her
feet and legs hurt something awful as a
result of the long hike in the high heels.
Ray could sympathize with her, he
'teach me thy way, 0 Lord,
told me later, recalling the time in 1950
and lead me in a plain path,
when he, summoned by Uncle Sam for
becaust of mine enemies.
the Korean War, limped over for "sick
27:11.
Psalm
call" after his first 15-mile hike and
Who are our enemies'? Greed,
unsuccessfully tried to convince the
medics that he should be given a
avarice, prejudice, dishonesty,
'discharge because of his sore feet and
loose tongues; how the list
legs.
quickly grows. The Lord alone
11- %5 +++
can protect us from all these.
About midnight, Uric mune home
•444-4-+44444t-+444-4-•-+44+++++++++4+4444-*+++44444+++444-4

Bible Thought
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The Story Of

Calloway County

Trade- U. S. Wheat
For OPEC Oil

1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C*1160..1971
4+4444
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crossties
Almo was a hustling young town, emerging from the
church,
hotel,
one
of theilew railroad, boasted two first class stores,
office,,
express
tobacco prizery, blacksmitth shop, post office,
Imes
Hatcher,
the
W. 0. W. Hall, doctor, plus the inspiration from
and Jeffrey families. Nuf sedl
While Almo flourished, Harris Grbve wilted as she struggled
bravely to survive, regrettably the post office closed because its patrons lack of support, succumbing to early effects of consolidation
mediat the grass roots. A cure-all also found its way into patent
that
herbs
of
concoction
a
cine botttles, claiming miracle cures from
.
previously
years
a
100
shame
to
would put an Indian medicine man
seat
county
the
for
important
y
But it was a way of life, particularl
_country newspaper, for without their audacious advertized claims
there would not have been any printed records for succeeding
igenerations. The only tapes known for record players were tape
worms, guaranteed to be cured for 25 cents a bottle at Dale &
Stubblefield's.
No known cure, however has been found for the case of politics
for it lives on from one generation to another unabated, unbridled,
an unchallenged master of the male population. But women were
denied the privilege of the ballot box. Not that it would make a
lot of difference, but it did take a somersault when the town council
reversed itself to permit cows to graze again on the streets of Murray
in the year. So did offices change hands, but in another up and
coming railroad town of Hazel, D. D. Chrisrnan, the big chief of
police, became wearied of holding down a soft snap and, tendered
h—
his resignationkin behalf of T. D. Outland, the village blacksmit
..
he.
was
man
mighty
a
Senator Conn Linn was nominated president pro tern of the
Kentucky senate, third ranking officer in the line of succession.
The elevation and recognition was something for CallOway CaunV__
to crow about. All the while the Murray policeman was kept busy
killing five mad dogs on the streets in a single day in 'January amidst
his duties of maintaining law and order. Senator Linn's accomplishments could scarcely grasp the proportion of awe gained by
Charley Wells, a native son of near Almo, who found a bean pot
loaded with $5,500 in old gold and silver coins at Woodville in a
nearby county.
To Be Continued
a

Forrest Riddle, manager of the
Southern Bell Telephone Company,
Murray, revealed today that in the
spring of 1960, Murray telephone users
will be dialing their own long distance
calls.
The Rev. A. H. Downs of Waverly,
Tenn., will be the evangelist at the
revival seritices at the Chestnut Street
Tabernacle staring May 10.
Guy Taylor, musical director of the
Nashville Symphony Associatjon- yill..
be the guest conductor of the concert by
the Murray State Symphony Orchestra
on May 1.0 at 3 p.m. •
Mrs. C. S. (Lillian) Lowry spoke
humorously on "My Husband Cooks" at
the meeting of the Magazine Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
She was introduced by Mrs. E. C
--Parker.
Miss Rogenna Ray was honored at a
party on her second birthday by her
mother, Mrs. Ronald Ray.

30 Years Ago
Repairs to a part of Main Street near
Murray State College were made this
week by the Kentucky Road Maintenance Department, according to Leon
Hale, maintenance superintendent.
The 18th annual meeting of the Southwestern Kentucky medical Association
will be held May 10 at Paducah. Dr. ,
Hugh L Houston of Murray is
secretary-treasurer. Other local
doctors who are members include A. D.
Butterworth, Hal F. Houston, Sr., Ora:
K. Mason, J, V Stark, and C.
McDevitt.
William E. Shupp has been named al
news editor of The Ledger & Times.
The annual Poppy Day Sale will be
held in Murray with Bertha Neil Shroat
Dunn as -chairman for the American
• Legion Auxiliary, sponsor of the sale.
oMrs. Robert Farris celebrated her
88th birthday on April 23 with a dinner
at her home.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
Southern Yankee" starring Red Skelton
and Brian Donlevy.

Today
In History
4
Today is Tuesday, May 8, the 128th
day of 1979. There are 237 days left in
the year. Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1846, the first battle of
the Mexican War was fought at Palo
Alto, Texas.
On this date:
In 1541, the Spanish explorer, Hernando de Soto, discovered the
Mississippi River at a point near the
present city of Memphis, Tenn.
In 1884, the 33rd American president,
Harry Truman, was born on a farm
near Lamar, Mo.
In 1942, the Pacific War Battle of the
Coral Sea ended in an Allied victory
over the Japanese.
In 1958, anti-American demonstrators in Lima, Peru, were abusive to
U.S. Vice President Richard Nixon
during a goodwill visit.
len years ago: City College of New
York reopened after student disorders,
and President Buell Gallagher said
demonstrations by responsible blacks
and Puerto Ricans had been taken over
by outside specialists in guerrilla
tactics.
Five years ago: Canadian Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeali's
government was toppled when the
House of Commons rejected his budget.
One year ago: Former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger endorsed the
sale of U.S. planes to Egypt and Saudi
Arabia but said sales to Israel should be
that/Self.
Today's birthdays: Writer Theodore
. Sorenson is 50. Writer Peter Benchley is
39. Pitcher Dennis Leonard of the
Kansas City Royals is 28. Jockey Angel
Corder° is 37.
Thought for today: If mankind had
wished for what is right, they might
have had it long ago -- William Hazlitt,,
English essayist. 1778-11130.
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Southern Harmony
Singing Set May 27
Dr. Glenn Wilcox has been
Other leaders scheduled to
chosen to call to order the
be present in addition to those
Southern Harmony Singing for alread
y named Include Don
the 98th annual session at the Wagge
ner, T. H. Nichols,
Benton Courthouse on Sunday. Marvi
n Stagman, Tom
May 27. The morning con- Waggen
er, Dr. Harvey Elder,
vocation will meet in the Willia
m Paris, Kerry Lovett
,:ircult courtroom at the
and Kent Nichols.
Marshall County courthouse
The singing of Southern
at 10:30 a.m.
Harmony is unique to BenFeatured leaders besides ton's "Big
Singing," where the
WIWAMS SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS —
Dr. Wilcox will be Frank and origin
Three of the four 1979-80 recipients of 5300
al fa-so-la tunebook,
James C. Williams Memorial
Del Nichols. Frank Nichols "South
SCHOLARSHIP VV1NNER — Sue Ann Berkley, third from left,
Scholarships at Murray State University official
ern Harmony" is still
a junior nursing stu ent
ly were
presented with their awards at a
will lead the traditional
at
Murray State University from Paducah, is congratulated
recent Alumni Association function on the campu
used. Authored by William
by
Murray State Alumni
s.
Shown with Jo Williams, left, and
opening number 103, "Holy Walker
President Mike Peek, a Nashville, Tenn., attorney, after being
James C. Williams, Sr., both of Murray, who
, the four-note system
awarded the $400 Cindy
established the scholarship program in
Manna
." The Afternoon was design
Hill Memorial Scholarship for the 1979-80 school year at the
memory of their son, are, from the left, Sharon
ed to simplify
university. On the left are
Elizabeth Steele, a senior business
session will begin at 1:15, and music
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wager, Murray, parents of Mrs. Hill, who
education major at Murray State and daughter
readin
g
for
his
died
"singi
in an automobile acng
of
Mrs. Ophie Steele, 106 North 17th
R.
L.
Nichol
s will open with school" studen
cident in April, 1975, while returning to Murray after attend
Street, Murray; Tammy Janine Melton, a sophomore
ts. Each note is
ing a nursing seminar in
chemistry major at the university and
"Holy Manna."
Louisville. Ms. Berkley is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charle
characterized by a distinctive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwane Melton, 12
s Steinkamp, Lutes Road,
Riviera Courts, Murray; and Johnna
The welcome address will geomet
Paducah.
Brandon, a graduating senior at Calloway Count
ric
shape
fa
is
a
y
be given by Benton mayor Coy
High School, the daughter of Mr. and
triangle, so is a circle,-la is a
Mrs. Marshall Brandon, Route 1, Almo, and
Creason. Recognition of outwho
plans to major in biology and chemis
square, and me is a diamond.
try at the university. Not present for the picture
of-state and other guests will
was Dwight Watson, Route 1, Murray
The music dates from the
a junior at Murray State.
be made.at this time. Each of Flisab
ethan period.
the leaders will lead a song
Free programs will be given
chosen by the committee of
at the door or advance copies
programs and will follow with may
be picked up at the Bank
his own selection. Following
of Benton.
the first time through,
FRANKFORT — Labor Employment Kit in the state have also increased as
volunteer leaders will accept
officials have issued a war- national advertising imply a discouraged workers are no
request numbers.
ning that national advertising positive job outlook for Alaska longer seeking employment,"
Dr. Wilcox will have copies
offering jobs in Alaska is which is just not the case," Orbeck said.
of the book on sale for $6 5°
false.
Orbeck wrote in a letter to
Alaskan labor officials said
The Society's LP stereo
Kentucky Labor Comsimilar types of advertising
record containing 17 selecFORT BRAGG,N.C. — Staff missioner James Yocom said Yocom.
offers have appeared antions of about 42 minutes in Sgt. Norman H. McIntyre Jr., he
The ads appear as news nually, prior to
has been asked by Alaskan
the summer
length will be given to anyone son-in-law of Michael Krixrun,
Labor Commissioner Edmund columns with an Anchorage, construction season. Job ofcontributing $5 to the work of Route 5, Benton, recently was
Alaska
,
dateline and headline fers of this type also
Orbeck to warn Kentuckians
were
the Society for the Preser- presented his fifth award of about
the advertising which is "How to Get a $1,000 a Week prevalent during the Alaska
vation of Southern Harmony the Army Commendation
Job
in
Alaska
." The ads offer Oil Pipeline construction
now appearing in newspapers
an employment kit for $9.96, years.
Singing Inc., a non-profit Medal at Fort Bragg, N.C.
and magazines.
The medal was awarded for
organization.
"The offers for an Alaskan or $1 goodwill deposit on, Orbeck said he is sending
COD's when writing to a correct inform
Officers for 1978-79 are: Dr. meritorious service. Such'
ation,on jobs in
LEE CLARK SCHOIARSHIP WINNER — ten --AmtHokeir
Washington, D.C. address.
Ray Mofield, president; service can be over an exAlaska to Commissioner
enter,a-senior at CaRoway
County High School, recently officially was presen
-- Matra-re - Beath, *It* tended period of. time or for
"Alaska has the .highest Yocom in an
ted with the $500 Lee Clark
effort to
=employment rate in the minimize the Inconv
Memorial Scholarship at a Murray State University Alumn
president; Mina Joyce, outstanding achievement in a
enience of
i Association function. She
nation.
secretary; Estella Smith, single situation. In either
Welfare rolls in the job-seekers.
and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Hoke,
left, Route 1, Almo, are shown visiting
treasurer; Dr. Glenn Wilcox, case, the recipient must have
with Mr. and Mrs. Buron Jeffrey of Murray and who establ
ished the perpetual scholar- — Niival
ee Blackie, Kerry demonstrated skills and
ship in memory of Mrs. Jeffrey's late father, one of the
prime movers in the founding of
Lovett, and Woodrow Hill, dedication far above the
FORT RUCKER, Ala — 1st
the university in 1921 Miss Hoke plans to major in communicat
ions at the university.
directors.
average.
U:Daniell E. Crawford, son
McIntyre :eceived the of Mr. and Mrs. I.—
E.
award while assigned as an Crawford, 503 S. 16th St.,
edit
docump,nt
control Murray, 'recently completed
supervior with tge'82nd Air- an officer rotary wing aviato
r
borne Division at Fort Bragg, course and received the silver
N.C.
wings of an Army aviator at
TUESDAY
The sergeant also was the I.J.S. Army Aviation
Sizzlin' Sirloin Steak Dinner.
promoted to his present rank. School, Fort Rucker, Ala.
tle entered the Army in
Students received training
MONDAY
FRANKFORT — Mother's which set down her aims and October 1969. His previous in
Chopped Steak
helicopter
flying
Dinner
Day has a special meaning for objectives. Afterwards, decorations-- include the techniques, including tactical
people
Bronze
Medal.
throug
Star
hout
instru
the
world
ment
Sassee
Reg. Price $1.89
n began traveling
flying, mainbut an even more special across the country to speak
McIntyre is a 1966 graduate :enance, navigation and radio
meaning for Henderson before educational groups in
pf James Madison High procedures.
$I69
County residents.
School, Brooklyn, N.Y. His
Crawford's wife, Anne, was
an effort to have Mother's Day
wife, Frances, is with him with him at the fort during the
Sale Price
The idea for celebrating more widely observed.
near the fort.
course.
Sasseen quit ,teaching in
Mother's Day was originated
1900,
marrie
d and moved to
by Mary Towles Sasseen, a
Henderson County teacher Florida. She died six years
PR LANDS
WEDNESDAY
Chicken Fried
who began the observation of later, still trying to promote a
Fernand Koolau, °visor
107 N. 3rd Street
Steak Dinner
the holiday with her students nationwide day for mothers.
711 Mein St.
753-G000(4646)
Ann Jarvis, a Pennin 1887.
Murray, Ky.
Then, each day you ye gdRyour choice
sylvanian, persuaded a U.S.
of a Bakpd Potato.or FrensCh Fries, Toast.
4
Immed
tfi
s
iate
iNs
Some
k
years
Senato
Ticke
later,
r
to
ting
Sassee
introd
uce
n
the hill to
Hours:
any Drink and a trip to our Soup n
visited a sister in Springfield. Congress, which in 1914
Salad
Bar
A.M. to 6 P.M. Woakodays
TOURS,
clams,isottu, Growl
Ohio, and introduced the idea resulted In the adoption of the
METALS,
CAR
CHARTER
S,
in
the
public
observ
school
ance.
s there. In
T A.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.
A, AIR LINE TICKETS
1893, she published a pamphlet
During the 1926 session of
Kentucky legislature, Senate__
*Charg
e by in.
Quality that keeps,you cumin'boa.
_
Resolution No. 24 was passed
which give full credit to Mary
Bel-Air Center
Towles Sasseen as the
'Murray
originator of Mother's Day
One ironic fact is that
neither Sasseen or Jarvis ever
experienced the joy of being
honored on the day They both
worked so hard for. Sasseen
had no children after her
'a
marriage, and Jarvis never
married.
"The Kentucky Historical
91:M=1
society recognized Sasseenls
1
:
efforts by erecting a historical
marker in the Henderson
school yard," said Dianne
2we
Wells, chairman of the
marker program. The plaque.
No. 191, is located on the
corner of Green and Center
.0"
streets, on U.S. 41 and 60. It
was erected in 1930.
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For Alaskan Job Possibilities
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In keeping with the philosophy of this district, I have established a record
in Frankfort as a political conservative in opposition to bigger government
and more giveaways.
A notable exception is in the area of legislation to assist senior citizens.
With spiraling costs. I recognize the problem of trying to make ends meet on
a fixed income.
That's why I was a strong supporter of bills to increase the homestead
exemption, raising the*eritance tax exemption from $10.000 to $50,0
00
and eliminating the tax on utilitieS.

REELECT SENATOR RICHARD
4.•
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WEISENBERGER
MAY DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
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Why pay 500/0
more for a
copier than
you need to!

The new—and very relig'`
AR Dick 990 plain paper cc:.
per compares to equtoinent r'7•
'no 50% More
The 990 hoS all of th rr
wanted !Wore% of rnach!-'cos.ing 50% more—includ,';
the versatility to make 11copies. copy on both sider '
paper and use 0505? any kr-.
papt.)pclurtliOALQ ver
transparencies and labels • _

1

While you're out of town Oil vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're 'front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're business is important to us and we can chan
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And,if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
,service and we want your business.
Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.

m,the

116 NORTH 7TH
HAYFIELD
247 5112
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LHere's the Answer fft
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
Q. — Last summer, I put up
gutters and downspouts around
the eaves of my house. It
worked out fine, because we no
longer have large quantities of
water around the foundation of
the house. However, there is
one problem On one side of the
house, at two points along the
gutter, water leaks from places
where there are seams, especially during heavy rains. I realize that somehow I must have
failed to connect the gutter sections properly at those points,
but ,I don't understand why
these leaks have not ucittiorxed
on the three other sides of the
house. I seem to remember
connecting all the sections the
same way. Any ideas'
A. — There is one strong
probability. In connecting sections of a gutter, it as necessary
that they be joined so that flowing water does not enter the
Joints. This happens if the overlaps are in the wrong direction.
You might have done the overlapping properly on three sides
of the house and incorrectly on
the fourth. For a proper repair,
you would have to take down
the gutter sections and reset
them, quite a job. Instead, try
forcing a waterproof sealer into
the joints that are causing the
trouble. Get as much of the
sealer into the joints as possible, but if any falls into the
gutter, wipe it up quickly before it hardens. This repair
could last indefinitely. Before
making it, be sure the joints
are completely dry.
Q. — There is a constant
dripping of water into our toilet

bowl. It is very slight, so much
so that it can't be heard but
can be seen I took off the top
of the toilet tank and noticed
that a little water, very little, is
flowing into the overflow pipe. I
assume this Is the problem. I
read once that it can be solved
by bending the rod that holds
the float But which way do you
bend it? Arid exactly how is
this done?
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I Leaky faucets, clogged
drains, troublesome toilet tanks
and noisy plumbing are among
the subjects discussed in Andy
Lang's booklet,"Simple Plumbing Repairs," which can be obtained by sending 35 cents and
a long, STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.
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Color Has Tricks and Treats
By BARBARA BASLER
AP Newsfeatures

Creetwick, Flintkote's newest addition to the Easy-Care
No-Wax line of tile is a perfect marriage between formal and
contemporary design. Crestwick's unusual texture enhances
the high gloss surface to create a floor with a eeemiess look.
Easy-Care, tougher, longer lasting is resistant to scuffs, spills
and stains Available in Flintkote's famous Peel and Stick
self-adhesive tile or in non-adhesive back. Size is 12- x 12" in
080 thickness, It is being offered in three beautiful decorator
colors Avocado. Brown and Beige. Approximate retail price:
89 cents per square foot.
An ideal flooring for kitchen and family rooms. It's
available in famous self adhesive Peel and Stick tile or in nonadhesive back, in White. Green, Blue and Ivory Size is 12- x
12" Cost iciriffi-evategao kitChen Is $79. Approxtrriare COstatf,
tile is 89'

WE'LL GUARD
YOUR HOME
,.FOR All
IT'S WORTH

The Kemper Dwelling
Approximator is a simple,
free pamphlet that lets you
see what your home is
worth today.
Make sure your. coverage
measures up.

Representing FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

Judy' George is an interior
designer who never fails to
bring a little color intothe lives
of her clients.
That's because Ms. George
firmly believes color is one of
"the least expensive and most
effective tools of the decorator's trade.
And, she says, when color is
used "smartly and shrewdly,"
people with ordinary incomes
can create extraordinary room
designs, working on their own
or with a professional.
Ms. George, who is executive
vice president of a New Eng-.
land chain of home-design
stores, says that every color
contains some tricks and
treats, so it is important to remember which colors produce
which effects. Basically, she
says, there are three types of
color — warm, cool and neutral.
Warm colors — red, orange,
yellow — can make a room appear smaller and ceilings ap,
pear lower. They can warm up
rooms that have too few winlight7but
too-Tittle
they can be too bright . for
rooms with lots of both_ Warm
colors, Ms. George say, create
a stimulating mood, but they
can be overpowering if they are
used exceggiVely.
Cool colors — blue, green,
purple 7 can make a room appeal- larger and they can make
the long walls of a narrow
room appear further apart.

Home Equity
Loan Way
To Fund
Improvements
Considering home improvements this year but unsure
how you'll finance them?
One way many smart
homeowners are coming up
with the cash for new siding.
insulation,a remodeled kitchen or a room addit1ion is 65
tap the growing equity in their
home created by inflation.
The difference between what
you owe and the present
value of your home is.ljkely
a sizeable nest egg -Which
repreSents impressive borrowing power. —
One of the nation's leading
consumer lenders. tiLl.t
Financial Services, points out
that a 5 to 10 year equits.
loan often will cost suhstantia+h- less overaH than refinancing lower rate first mortgage loans having many yearN
left to run.
But homeowners planning
to borrow against their unrealized home equity should
shop very carefully' for the
Nisi...financial deal. cautions
GECC Financthl Services.
the cothumer lending arm
of the(;eneral Electric Credit
Corporation

We're a jaCk-of-all-trades when it
Comes tocemodeling.
We're equipped with a qualified team
of men who will get the job done...

Murray Remodeling
753-5167

These colors, which create a
relaxed atmosphere, can cool
down a room with too much
window exposure, but they can
be too subdued for a room that
lacks windows and light. Mn
George says.
According to .Ms. George,
black, white and grey, the neutral colors, are good for large
backgrounds. And, in their
lightest and darkest shades.,
,they make good accent colors.
To choose colors you car
really. live with, Ms. George advises, researching your color
preferences.
"I ask my clients to visit several museums and notice the
colors in the paintings and
watch which colors appeal to
them. I also ask clients to bring
me a favorite scarf or blouse Or
necktie — some piece of clothing whose color has never lost
its appeal," she says.
Ms. George cautions against
following decorating trends in
colors because "trendy colors
tend to become boring or uncomfortable after a while I
steer my clients away from.
with-it' color schemes "
- When it conies--to deeorattn*
a room, Ms. George recbmmends starting from the bottom
up. "Choose a color for the rug
or carpet and the walls and
ceiling. Then you are ready
select fabrics, drapes and .accessories," she says. Rugs and
walls, she explains, -exert a
great deal of control over the
room," so their color should be
more than an afterthought

— Wear long pants, longpotential to
FRANKFORT—It's time to speeds, with the
shirts, gloves, safety
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injure someone quite
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suggestions to make working
with power tools safer:
— Inspect lawns before
mowing.
— When mowing a hill, mow
from side to side rather than
coverings, but they have
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added floorcovering, both
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.
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You,"a housing energy prim-The decorating stores nest -mem Time at vi sir deco eating
er. Av.aitahle from United
only carry paint and wall, store.
States League of Sayings A.S..sociations. Ill East Wacker
Drive. Chicago, IL 60H01.
les nice to feel
'Every Heard of. Retrofit?:
so good about a meal.
a guide for the home re
Chickon Pickin'
modeler, Single copy $1.10.
lf.S. Dept. of Energy. WashWodnosdays
ington. DC 20545. Please
DOE/CS
refer to publication at
•0001.
Regular $1.88 2-piece Dinner
104 Ways to Control Your
of Chleiin
2
pieces
•
from
Free
Electric Bill."
• Potatoes and Gravy
i d"
t‘teels
Edison Electric Institute,90
•
• Coleslaw • Roll
Park•Avenue. New York. NY

Store Services
Expanding With Home
Improvement Needs

DINING
10' WIDE

tOt114

Vinyl Roor Looks and Cleans Like Tile

lob Nanny Ins.
107 N.46 Murray
753-4937

And Get Out Lawn Mowers

a

A. — Bend the rod slightly.
downward a few inches from
the float When you flush the
tank, the water level then will
be below the top of the overflow tube and the dripping *Pill
stop. But — and it's a big but
— the bending must be done
VERY carefully, otherwise the
mechanism may be
'
tank
thrown out of alignment. To
bend the rod, hold it with both
hands, pushing downward slowly with one hand where you
want the bend to be. If this
doesn't work, other possible solutions are replacement of the
float itself or a new washer at
the top of the supply pipe. In
the latter case, be sure to shut
off the water to the tank before
replacing the washer.

Pa

Ms. George says a good decorator will gather dozens of
paint and fabric samples — the
bigger the better. "Take them
home and try them in the room
where they will be used," ,she
says. -Remember that colors
change according to the
amount of light and the source
of light in a room So always
evaluate colors in the same
kind of light they' will receive
at home:'
When selecting a color for a
sofa or chair or any other piece
of furniture, remember that
colors can produce different effects' depending on their value
and intensity.
•
Value refers to a Colors
lightness or darkness, intensity
refers to its brightness or dullness.
If you like the color blue, you
must decide whether you want
a light or--a dark blue, and
whether you want it bright or
dull.
Light, bright. shades of color
tend to make furniture appear
lighter in weight. M5. George
says, while dark or dull shades
will make the same piece of
furniture appear heavier
- .W.heo you _put together_your
color scheme for a room, try to
combine one dominant color
with two supporting colors for
the best effect, Ms. George
says. And if you are using a
fabric pattern as the basis for
your color scheme, the decorator recommends using and repeating the colors in about tbe
same proportion as they appear
in the pattern

Reading to
Save on Your
Energy Bills

SAVE 500! .

$ 38

10016.
"Burning Wood." 75 cent
introduction to the design
ind care of fire places and
wood stoves. Available from
Mailing Room A. Research
Park. Cornell University.
Ithaca. NY 14k53.
"The Window Book." 136
pages, S1.95 per copy trom
.
Route 119. Indiana, PA
15701.
'Free information on •the
use al Siilar energy can be
obtained from The National
Solar Heating and Cooling
Intormation Center,P.O.Box
1607. Rockville, MD 20850.
Be sure to specify what aspect
interests you.

le.ntucky Fried Chicken.
Murray Kentucky

Canniurrs
&
BUM Fiiiillijjj
Custom Built Furniture
Refinishing t Repairs
Solid Bross Hardware
Also
Custom Boil, Kitchen Cabinets or,
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
y (.51 5
4
0.

41 2 till ;

For Builders
And Home
Remodelers
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
For many' years now, gypsum
board has been used widely, although not exclusively, in place
of plaster walls in new and
remodeled homes. Sometimes
loosely called wallboard or
plasterboard, gypsum board actually is made like a sandwich,
with layers otheavy-duty paper
on both sides of a gypsum
Like plaster, gypsum board
requires patching from time to
time — and axially for the
same reason: Because it has
been damaged by house settlement, stud and joint contraction and expansion, water
leaks and abuse.
Ordinary patching plaster
may be used for a tiny hole in
gypsum board, but what is
called joint compound does a
better job for all other repairs
This 'applies to other holes of
varying siz8, separated seams.
dents, bumps and imperfections
caused by popping nails.
The repair • that perhaps
causes the most trouble is one
which calls for the use of a
piece of scrap gypsum board as
patch When this patch is
the
which it is for all
necessary
damaged -areas other than the
aforementioned tiny, openings
-- the old gypsum board should
be rut with a keyhole saw Cut
out a piece, larger and more
regularly shaped than the damaged spot. It might be, fctr instance, a piece 6 inches square.
Then cut from the scrap board
an identical piece that fits
snugly into the opening Try it
first for a good fit, bat don't
leave it there yet
Apply joint compound jjener-

,ously to the edges of the open,
ing in the wall. Place a s 7, a
partly into the center of
patch, leaving enough of
screw protruding so that .
can hold it with your lino Set the patch in place and
fully withdraw the screw whe,
the joint compound has fine,*
completely, sand lightly Lir,r
everything is smooth If nei.f..
sary, apply a bit more ,,fi,
pound to fill any gaps
When the damaged arca
very large, a piece of bio lthf
material may be required ;•
can be another piece of gyps''
board, plywood or almost an,
thing else that min be cut lar,
er than the section to he e.
placed The simplest can
handle this backup materia:
to drill a hole in the center of
so that you can insert a fino
in it. Apply compound arouLd

the borders of the backup
board, which is then inserted
into the opening at an angle so
that it will go in easily With a
finger in the drilled hole, pull
the board towards you and hold
it there while you drive in a
couple of screws around the
borders. The combination of the
screws and the compound will
hold the backup board securely
After you judge the compound to be dry, proceed with
the rest of the repair as pre
viously mentioned for a smaller

AMERICAN
STANDARD

opening.
iDo•it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy liang's handbook, "Prace
tical Home Repairs," availabl
news
by sending $l.50,to this N .1
paper at Box 5, Teaneck.
07666.1

& Lavatories
All Colors Available

Bob's Home
Improvement Services
Is Now offering
Timberlodge Stone

Durability
'
'Elegance
'Lasting Beauty
•
(inTimberlodge Stone is maintenance free
has
eight,
side or outside your home), lightw
-authentic natural texture.
Cali 7534501
and let us help you answer any questions you
may have.

Priced To
Sell Quick
Including The
1 Pc. Low
Profile Toilet

Picken's Supply
901 Arcadia

753-6822
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Mayfield Captures Golf
Title; Cohoon, Fike Earn
A Spot In State Tourney
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD — It all came down to the putter, and Buddy
Bryant did quite well, thank
you.
The Paducah Tilghman
junior sank a 10-foot par putt,
then watched Mayfield's Jeff
Boyd three-putt the 18th green
to 'give Bryant the championship of the First Region
gulf tournament at the
Mayfield
Country Club
yesterday.
Bryant fired a six-over-par
76 on the wind-swept course,
but Boyd atoned for his
disappointing finish by
helping Mayfield to a playoff
victory over Tilghman for the
team title.
Thus Mayfield advances to
the state tournament, while
Bryant, along with four other
golfers, earned the state trip
as the top five scorers not on
the winning team.
Two were local golfers.

Greg__ Cohoon, a senior
member of the third-place
Murray High squad, and
Tommy Film, a senior on the
Calloway County squad, each
shot 79s. Also earning a shot at
slate honors were Ronnie
Overton 79) of Lone Oak and
Kerry Creason of Marshall
County.
Creason, who finished with
an 80, tied with three other
golfers and was forced to win
a playoff for the fifth spot.

TWINY Fin

Cash_ Bonuses
Limited Time Only!

Greatest
Nicklaus Is Chosen
'Athlete Of The Decade'

:Murray High's 325 total was
tTiiii"strokes back .of both
Mayfield and Lone Oak, which
had 322's. Boyd birdied the
second playoff hole to help
Mayfield's foursome total 18
on the par-4 second hole and
edge the Purple Flash for
team honors.
Htward Boone shot an 81 for
the Tigers, followed by Lynn
Sullivan with .82 and Trent
Jones with 83 on the par-70
course.
After 15 holes, Fike stood at
six-over-par and was in the
running for medalist honors
But he bogeyed the final thee(
holes. "I hit the ball well,
though," Fike said.
Murray High was one of the
favorites to take the team
title, but its finish didn't
disappoint Coach David
Gallagher. "It's a tough
course, and I think all the boys
stroked the ball well. But our
scoring just wasn't good
enough."
Fulton City was fourth in the
tourney with a 332,followed by
Lone Oak, 5 333; St. Mary,6)
339; Hopkinsville, 7) 340;
Hickman County, 8) 355;
Christian County, 9) 356:
Marshall County, 10) 357:
Fteidland, 10) 357; Crittendon
County, 12) 359; Todd Central,
-131 364; Ballard Memorial,141
394; Fort Campbell, 151 401;
University Heights, 16) 419;
and Calloway County, 17)420.
Boyd and Overton were
forced to a playoff to decide
second place individually, and
Overton won on the third hole.
'"re state tournament is
scheduled for May 15-16 in
Lexington.

Bid, Flying Paster
You can get $1,500 ca.sh or up to $2,000 for college
- tuition when you join the Army Reserve in Murray.
You will also learn a skill which could prepare you
for high paying civilian jobs; earn a retirement pension', - get low cost group life insurance and more.
You will earn all this by serving one weekend a
month and two weeks each year with the Murray
Army Reserve Unit.
This bonus offer is for a limited time only, so don't
waiL Find out today if you are qualified for the Army Reserve Bonus Program.

Call Army.Reserve
Opportunities
502/442-2949
Out Of Town Call Collect

Leave ForBaltimore
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky
Derby winner Spectacular
Bid, along with Flying Paster,
which finished fifth, have left
Churchill
.DoAtris
for
Baltimore arid the' second leg
of the Triple Crown.
General Assembly and
Golden Act, second and third'
in last Saturday's Derby, will
be shipped out today. Their
handlers said both colts will
take on Spectacular Bid again
in the 1 3-16thc mile Preakness* on May 19.

Ifs nicetofeel

'.
so good abouta meal.
Especially when you can
WE?

SAVE 500!

T47t•ti
foid769
AL:

Chicken Pickin'
Wednesdays
Regular $1.88 $43800'40
es

2-piece Dinner

III • 44e&

• 2 pieces of Chicken
• Potatoes and Gravy
• Coleslaw • Roll

Rntacky
Fried Chicken?

22

•

1113 Sycamore-• Murray. Kentucky..

Miirray Ledger 8r Times

Greg Cohoon watches an iron shot during his round yesterday in the First Region high
school golf tournament at Mayfield. Cohoon shot a 79 to help Murray High to a third-place
finish. He, along with Calloway's Tommy Fike, earned a trip to the state tournament in the
• individual competition.
Staff Photo By Tony Wilson

By WILL GRIMSLEY
newest award, he said: "I still
AP Special Correspondent
enjoy the game. I want to
Quick, after eliminating continue playing as long as I
Muhammad All, whom would can feel competitive."
you pick as "Athlete of the
His prize money, now close
,Decade" for the 1970s?
to $3.5 million, could reach $5
Rod Carew, baseball's million before he sheaths his
computerized siege gun? clubs. No other player has
Football's great O.J. Simp- reached 32 million.
son? Hockey's Bobby Orr?
The game is filled with lean,
Skyscraper Kareem Abdul- keen and hungry tigers — so
Jabber or watchfob Bill grooved it appears they came
Shoemaker, tennis' Jimmy off an assembly line-- but the
Connors and Chris Evert, Shadow of the Golden Bear
Olympians Bruce Jenner and hovers over them every Mile_
Mark Spitz?
they tee up a ball.
Try again. It's Jack
No one in sports — not even
Nicklaus, not only the golfer of All — has
so dominated or
the decade but also of the been a finer credit
to his
generation, without too much particular profession
. As
argument
perhaps
the Muhammad All mesmerized
greatest ever.
the world with his fighting
When Big Jack made a skills, bombast and
charm,
strong run at Muhammad Ali Nicklaus has
woven a gena year ago in the inaugural tlemanly grace
into his
"Athlete of the Decade" tapestry of
silver trophies and
balloting conducted by the gold boullion.
American Cancer Society, it
Nicklaus, a links prodigy,
was inevitable that the honor
was winning tournaments at
could not escape him for long.
It didn't. In the second poll 13, beating the best men
of the nations' editors, sports players in Ohio at 16. He won
writers and broadcasters, the U.S. Amateur at 19 and as
Nicklaus was an over- a rookie pro of 22 beat Arnold
whelming winner over a Palmer in a playoff for the
cordon of...themeist illustrious U.S. Open title, changing the
champions in sports. He will course of big-timeinit._
be honored at a New York
He was a bulbous boy of 220
dinner June 7.
pounds, wide of Eirth, with
The honor is well-deserved thick hips and legs, and a
just as it was in the case a crewcut hairstyle that acyear ago of All, three-time cented his round German
winner
of
the
world face. Derided because he
heavyweight boxing crown posed a threat to the idolized
and the man who became a Palmer, he became edgy and
household word from the resentful.
mansions of Beverly Hills to
In the late 1960s, he seemed
the grass huts of darkest to become bored. His game
Africa.
suffered. "Jack has burned
Nicklaus' record of 17 major himself out," critics said. Sam
championships
—
five Snead and Frank Beard were
Masters, three U.S. and three among those who predicted he
British Opens, four PGA's and was through.
two U.S. Amateur crowns — is
As the decade of the 1970s
an achievementThat
the emerged, so did a new Jack
imagination. That's eight Nicklaus — a trim, handsome
more than won by 43-year-old athlete of 180 pounds, more
Gary _Player, 10 more than
confident, more patient, more
year-old Arnold Palmer's amenable. His game flowered.
seven — his closest active The decade brought him eight
pursuers.
of his majors and some of his
Nicklaus' major title cache finest golf.
is 17 and counting, with no end
"People keep writing my
sighted. "I feel like a kid," obituary," Jack said at the
Nicklaus said after missing Masts.-"I hate to disappoint
this year's Masters by a them — I think I've got a few
stroke': When told of his years left."

Bullpen Work By Guidry s Nothing New

By HAL BOCK
Understand those kind of achievement-oriented person Guidry spent three seasons, West Haven, he appeared in
AP Sports Writer
switches and you can begin to would seek out. The fact that 1974-76, when he
was 118 games in those three years
As he did with so many appreciate what Guidry is he failed in that role before is primarily a reliever. Pitching and started only nine of them.
.e
things, Casey Stengel had a trying to do.
also involved."
for the Yankees and their So he won't need a road map to
quaint way to describe the
He shrugs off the magnitude
Before becoming Cy Young, farm clubs at Syracuse and find the bullpen.
performances of less than of the sacrifice he is making
for the good of the team but
satisfactory players.
You'd mention an em- there are Yankees who think
ployee's name and ask Casey he is nuts for taking the
why the man wasn't playing or chance that he might hurt his
why he's been dispatched valuable left arm b overelsewhere. Stengel would working it as a reliever.
crinkle his nose, eyebrows and — Guidry's explanation is
forehead at you and supply the simple. He sees a need on his
team and he is going to do
most logicaf answer.
'I Seen what he done.'•the what he can to plug it. If
old man would say.
Reggie Jackson's thumb were
When you take part in National Run For Life
Well, that's sort of the in a cast, Guidry couldn't do
Day, you'll be one of the many thousands of
beginning and experienced runners in over
situation with the New York much about replacing the loss
60 cities across the U.S. to participate in the
Yankee bullpen and explains of power. Pitching is his
world's largest running event.
why Ron Guidry, baseball's business, and starting or
But you'll be doing more than that. You'll also
relieving
best pitcher last season, has
makes little difbe supporting an extremely worthwhile cause.
volunteered to become a ference to him,_ although it
By raising pledges from sponsors in your community, for each mile you complete, you'll be
reliever. Quite frankly, lately might make plenty of difhelping the American Heart Association, the
the Yankee firemen have ference to his team7- Road Runners aub. and Connecticut Mutual •
That is the stuff heroes are
turned into arsonists. '
Life reach a one million dollar national goal _
Since Rich Gossage began made of and if somehow this
The money you raise will be used locally for
his six-week course on how to move turns the Yankees
the research and prevention of this country's
number one killer, heart disease.
take a shower without around, Guidry will once
Of course there is one more good reason.
breaking your thumb, the agatiforirrgc as the man who
You'll be helping your own heart, too
bullpen of the world cham- made the difference. He may
National Run
pions has been a disaster area also be able to erase the bad
For Life Day is
NATIONAL
Ken Clay's earned run memories of his pre-Cy Young
for everyone.
RUN
FOR LIFE
It's an untimed
average is 4.11 for six game'. days as a not-so-successful
MAY 19, -1979
fun
run
DAY
for
the
Paul Mirabella has a 4.97 ERA reliever.
whole family_ So
He is an aaievementfor eight games and Dick
RUN
use the coupon
Tidrow is at 6.57 for nine oriented person," says one
below to register FOR
LIFE
with your local
appearances. Clearly, drie:tic New York psychologist who is
office of the
action was nueled and no oflt an avid Guidry-watcher.
American Heart
knew that betttr than Guidr. "Those kind of • people are
Association today.
who won the Cy Young Award moderate risk-takers. He
And you'll make
MAY 19,1979
AMERICAN
believes he knows what he's
with a 2-5-3 record last year
many hearts feel
HEART
NATIONA
L RUN FOR LIFE DAY
better
ASSOCIATI
How drastic is it for a doing and therefore, if there's
ON
P.0, BOX 231
a
MAYFIELD,
PADUCAH
KENTUCKY 42066
risk, it's moderate and just
ROAD RUNNERS CLUB
starting pitcher to become a
reliever? Well, how drasl11 the kind . of thing an
YOU'LL MAKE MANY HEARTS FEEL BEI-TER.
would it • be for FIW;t'r I'd like to participate in!
..Sational Run For Life Day. Enclosed is my $300 registration fee, for which
1.-Ball Players
Staubach to go up to Toll
I will receive a National Run For Life Day Tslurt. button, and sponsorship forms. You'll also be
Landry one day and sage"
eligible for gift certificates and prizes.) My T-shirt size is 0 S.
M, L. 0 XL
that instead of plan.. Can Sign Up Now
quarterback, he'd like to 10.
Same
Five- or six-year-olds inoh, say, wide receiver?. And terested in
playing T-ball in
Address
how drastic would it be for the
Murray
Baseball
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar lo Association should contact
city .
State
Zip
decide that things were ed. league President Billy Nix at
Make- ch... or M I payable to Run For Life Day
ting dull under the basket and 753-7920 before 5 p.m. Friday.
P.0.BOX 231
maybe he ought to - be a harkCoaches are 'also' needed,
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066
courtman instead of a renter' Nix said.
,
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Indy Quest

Tennis

Foyt, Amid Controversy With CART,
Seeking A Fifth 500 Championship

Tiger Netters
Take Victories
The Murray High boys
blitzed Tilghman 7-1, and the
girls rolled past the Tornado 72 in high school tennis
:yesterday at the Murray High
:courts.
• The Tiger girls, now 4-0,
:played Christian County at
home today. For the Murray
boys, 1-2, it was their first
victory. They play at Marshall
County Thursday.
The results:
array S.Tliglmsaa I
Cecil Cooper Tilghmanl d

Overbey 6-5, Mickey Cochran d Nathan
Rowton 6-2, Brett Warner d Kevin Moran
II-1. Paul Austin d Jim Ceherry 6-2 Mike
Cappock d Pat Morello 6-1
Overbey -Warner d Cooper-Rowton $-5.
Ftussell Edwards-Greg Morton 'Murray
d Ceberry -Morello 6--i
- players from Murray unless otherwise noted

Sports Briefs

Shavers Schedules Bout
As Tumeup For Holmes

Murray FRO TlIghsaaa
Candy Jackson d. Sara Abell 3-0, Kathy
Outland d Ann Keller II-1; Carol Dick d
Lisa Metsker 3-1. Starr Jon% d. Laura
Dyer 5-1. Kathryn Dick d Us Hardy 6-1,
Wendy Whitthorne Tilghman d Jaime
Smith 6-6
Jackson-Outland d, Abel-Metzker II-1,
Carol Dick-Jones d Kyier-Dyer 3-2,
Hardy-Whitthorne Tilghman, d. Teresa
Dick-Kathy Walston 6-2.
players from Murray unless other
vAse noted

Mark

.

Lake Karate Championships' held this
Vic Milner (right) co-chairman of the 'Kentucky
g John Boyer (far left) and Jim
includin
ors,
competit
weekend, looks over the rules with
Center, which sponsored the
Karate
Murray
the
said
Milner
Right).
Baize (second from
Photo by Gerald Carter
event, expects to hold another tournament in August.

•

Mariners DrivingYankees Batty
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Seattle Mariners are
just driving the New York
Yankees batty.
- "A lot of guys much smarter
than me have tried to figure
this out," says Bob Lemon.
"There's really no reason for
it."
AMERICAN LEAGUE
The Yankee manager is as
_perplexed as anyone about the
Mariners' success against the
-two-timt world champions. It
; happened again Monday

night, when Seattle beat the
Yankees for the fourth time
this year without a defeat and
for the 13th time in 25 tries in
the three years they've been in
the American League.
"It's amazing," said
Seattle's Dan Meyer, who
knocked in a club-record
seven runs in the 124 rout. "I
wish I could explain it. If I
could explain it, we'd do it
against everyone else."
Last in the American
League West, the Mariners
have a 6-19 record against the
. rest of the league. But they
obviously haven't been
playing the rest of the league

MURRAY TENNIS
ASSOCIATION
Would like to thank all the participants for
making our mixed doubles tournament successful.
Watch for our,priuner Junior Tennis Clinic
for children ages 8-16

Thank You.
Spaghetti Special
at

Two Places!

Italian Spaghetti
Special

On
With Garlic Bread and 2 Pnce
Meal
Ins•de
Dining

Only

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
rles

As A fwnys

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

IL
-

the way they've been playing
the Yankees — a team they
beat three straight times out
on the West Coast recently
with late-inning lightning.
They didn't wait too long
this time to put the game
away, breaking a tie on
Meyer's grand slam in the
fifth inning. They scored four
more times in the eighth:when
Meyer collected his seventh
RBI on a bases-loaded walk to
break the club record of six set
by Leon Roberts.
"That was the first grand
slam of my life — I never even
hit one in Little League," said
Meyer, who more than
doubled his season's RBI
output with his big night.
In other AL games. the
Boston Red Sox beat the
California Angels 9-4; the
Kansas City Royals outscored
the Texas Rangers 10-6; the
Oakland A's stopped the
Baltimore ()holes 5-3; the
Detroit Tigers edged the
Chicago White Sox 5-1 and the
Minnesota Twins turned back
the Toronto Blue Jays 6-1.
Meyer, who came into the
contest ' with a .219 batting
average, two homers and six
RBI in 22 games, rapped a

The loss ended a six-game
winning streak for the Orioles,
and their only two losses in the
last 17 games have been to
Oakland.
Winner Rick Langford
allowed run-scoring doubles
by Murray and Gary Roenicke
in the first and an RBI double
by Al Bumbry in the second.
was headed for more
He
Royals 10, Rangers 6
trouble in the third before
rue
a
in
singled
Otis
Amos
Roenicke grrounded into a
and scored another to ke
triple play, the first of the
in
rally
run
fiveCity's
Kansas
major league season.
the sixth, leading, the Royals
past Texas. The outburst
Tigers 5, White Sox 4
erased a 6-2 Texas lead, and Al
RBI
singles by Jason
Cowens' two-run homer in the
on and Lance Parrish
Thomps
the
Lyle,
eighth off Sparky
pitcher. in the 'eighth inning sparked
Texasfifth
Detroit over Chitago. Rusty
highlighted a three-run burst
was hit by a pitch to
Staub
to finish off the Rangers. the inning and Steve
open
ing
sixth-inn
Kansas City's
Kemp singled. Thompson then
rally gave the victory to Ed
the score at 4-4 with his
tied
for
in
came
Rodriguez, who
to right, knocking
single
Dennis Leonard in the fifth
rookie starter Steve Trout out
of the game.
A's 5, Orioles 3
a
on
scored
Gross
Wayne
late throw by Baltimore first
baseman Eddie Murray to
break a seventh-inning tie and
then Derek Bryant singled
home another Oakland run to
give the A's their victory over
the Orioles..

single and
run-scoring
sacrifice fly off Luis Tiant in
the first and third innings and
then slammed his grand slam
off loser Paul Mirabella.
The Mariners' 14-hit attack
included six doubles. plu.s
Meyer's grand slam and a solo
homer by Roberts in the ninth

It's nice to feel
so good about a meal.

sod!

$438- --- —
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Fried Chicken.

Robinson's Shot
Pushes Pirates

Now Enjoy Our

comb,. ,„0,0,0dv,inth

CART teams, but he indicated
- Foyt wasn't called to testify
By the Associated Press
he might not have appeared
INDIANAPOLIS — A.J. last week in the U.S. District
even if he had been subFoyt, denounced as a con- Court hearing that resulted in
poenaed
spirator in a plot to keep his an order reinstating the six
top rivals out of the
Indianapolis 500, figures he
has no heed for Championship
Auto Racing Teams and "they
sure don't need me." The four-time Indy 500
winner was an osikinal
director of CART when the
dissident group of car owners
and drivers broke with the
BASEBALL
U.S. Auto Club late last year,
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
BALTIMORE AP) — The
A spokesman for the Richfield
But he soon returned to the
reduced to
established sanctioning body. Coliseum says Earnie Shavers Oakland A's were
when
players
ied
able-bod
satisfied that a number of has scheduled a 10-round fight 21
Murphy
Dwayne
r
outfielde
his
for
USAC rule changes were steps May 25 as a tuneup
shoulder in batin the right direction.
proposed world heavyweight hurt his left
prior to Monday
practice
ting
Larry
is
still
against
Foyt
or
not,
Like it
title fight
with the
game
night's
considered the biggest name Holmes in September.
Orioles.
re
Baltimo
the
at
t
his
And
opponen
'
in auto racing.
Shavers
The A's already had Tony
defection back to USAC did
Coliseum will be Edmond
pulled
not sit well with many CART Parotte, a native of the Virgin Armas disabled with
,
.
Wallis
Joe
and
ts
ligamen
knee
people, who claimed he was Islands, who has a 25-12
out with a bruised left
responsible for engineering record.
the original exclusion of the
Also on the May 25 card will shoulder.
Indy entries by six other be Akron middleweight Tap
The Baltimore Orioles,
Harris and Chilean midCART directors.
e, received an enmeantim
Renato
champ
ht
of
dleweig
any
up
back
"They can't
report on injured
ng
couragi
ted
their statements,- said Foyt, Garcia. Harris is .undefea
Doug
n
basema
third
a
has
Garciawhile
bouts,
in
29
in
cars
four
who has entered
s.
DeCince
his bid for a record 22nd 40-11-1 record.
straight Indy start. "They all
blame this thing on me, but I
didn't have a vote in USAC's
decision
Foyt laughed off the CART
contention that he wanted
such drivers as Al and Bobby
Chiclum Pickin' Wodmisdays
Unser, Johnny Rutherford,
Regular $1.88 2-piece Dinner
Gordon Johncock and Wally
ma%
in
race
the
Dallenbach out of
SAVE
MPROPIPNIMe."'- amougoo
order to make it easier for him
to win his fifth 500.
311
"Yeah," he sneered sarcastically, "that's why I've
beaten them so much more
than they've beaten me,
Murray, Kentucky
because I'm so scared of
them."

as the Dodgers scored-four
By ALEX SACHARE
runs in the fifth inning, their
Writer
AP Sports
inning in three weeks.
"He happened to be biggest
snapped a threevictory
_The
to
d
happene
I
where
throwing
streak and was
losing
game.
be swinging," said Pittthe second in the last
only
And
n.
Robinso
!Bill
sburgh's
games for Los Angeles-.
when that happens at Atlanta eight
Burt Houton, 3-2, earned his Stadium, nicknamed the
straight victory, With
Launching Pad because of the third
relief help from Bob Welch in
way baseballs take :off, the
ninth inning._ It was
numbers on the scoreboard the
first relief apWelch:s
usually change.
pearance of the season.
Steve Garvey homered for
Ed
Los
Angeles and
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Kranepool for New York.
Robinson made contact with
Phils 11. Padres 6
a Mickey Mahler delivery in
Bake McBride drove in four
the sixth inningMoright.
runs, three of them on a basesThe result Was "one of the triple in the seventh
hardest balls I've ever hit." loaded
as
Philadelphia won its
inning,
that
shot
solo
a
n,
said Robinso
in
a row and climbed
fourth
snapped a 2-2- tie and helped
f game ahead of
one-hal
triumph
4-2
a
to
the Pirates
second-place Montreal in the
over the Atlanta Braves.
National League East.
Pittraised
victory
The
Steve Carlton, 3-4, worked
and
sburgh's record to 10-14
innings, giving up one run
enabled them to climb out of six
hits while striking out
on
five
National
last place in the
six. The win snapped a perLeague East.
sonal three-game losing
streak for Carlton and made
in
its-fifth
Atlanta's loss was
him the winningest _lefta row.
hander in Phillies history with
New
the
In other NI. games,
133 victories.
York Mets, 9-15, dropped to
Los
the
to
losing
by
last place
Angeles Dodgers 5-2. The
Philadelphia Phillies outscored the San Diego Padres
11-6.

FIVE 1979FORDS
UNDER$4,400.
COME IN NOW DURING OUR OPEN HOUSE.
PONY.
FORD PINTO'79.
NEW DESIGN FOR up front
This tears Pinto Pony is new
new in back and new inside It may
ar
be the best
America tail-.

FORD MUSTANG.A NEW BREED FOR-79.

make the 79 Mustang
- Aerodynamic styling and great choice of models
White sidewaiis 14300
one of the most exciting Mustangs'aver
extra cost option I

FORD FUTURA.

$41/37*

THE NOW CAR.

FutursIts sporty stylish and NOW
tradition of
is a Personal car in the
$4300
sidewalls
Thunderbird 'White
,,itra cost option

Tourney Cited

FORD FIESTA.
WUNDERGAR FROM
GERMANY.

A Big Success

Dodgers 5, Mets 2
Bill Russell and Reggie
Smith drove in two runs each

ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!

Colonial is in need of owner/operator'or operation with drivers, thy
to increase in business and additional authority.
as
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in
well as refrigerated vans.
have a
If you have a late model,3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and
r6ad
the
ovtr
years
2
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of
conand
favor
a
f
experience and a good background, then do yoursel
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.

The "Kentucky Lake Karate
Championships" were held at.
the Murray Karate Center
Sunday, and tournament
director Vic Milner called the
eVent a "big success."
Clubs of the Korear,,
Japanese and Ok n a wa ri
styles competed among the
more than 100 entries, Milnor
said.
Local winners included_
Craig Schwettman, first in th;
pee-wee freestyle; Ronald
Doyley, first in Kata:. Rick
Conger, first in the brovibelt
Kat* Ray Tighe, third in the
white-belt free sparring,
Michael Gray, second In t.ta
pee-wee Kata; and Pat Gray,
second in the brown-twit fr..
siln .
sparring
Milner said the club expe,-is
to sponsor another-----taili
nament in August.

Front wheel drive and rack
and pinion sleeting help Fiesta
tame the road And its sold and
serviced acover 5.000 Ford
Dealers from Mast to coast

$4389*
agog

FORD F

RMONT.

MOST ROOM FOR THE
MONEY OF ANY CAR.

•

sticker prices I
;eased on EPA volume index and
any mid size car
Plus the owest sticker ante of
11
1
7
1
,3

Larry Scott 759-1811
Ron Wright 753-0156
Pad Garland 759-1651
James Parker 753-5180
Joe Parker 753-2656
John Hitching 759-1916

'Base
tame1 der mat
nol .nc I toiRd

dr,e
I ha,tift%

a 543 00
White sidewlis
extra cost option

FORD11
Said

,
Parker Ford Inc.
14
701 Main — 753-5273

Ed West 753-3084
.Carlos Jons 753-2471
David Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1833
Joe Howland 753-8013
•
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Gervin Warns Of Spurs;
Suns-'Sonics To Resume

ted
red
ub-

By the Associated Press
George Gervm and the San
Antonio Spurs aren't conceding the defending champion Washington Bullets
anything, especially now that
the National Basketball
Association Eastern finals are
moving to Texas. "Look, don't worry about us
- welre tough," said Gervin.
-We'll show them and
everybody else who says we
can't win in the playoffs. When
we play our game,, we can do
anything we want."
The Spurs now get an opportunity to display • their
playoff talents before their
hometown fan's. With the bestof-seven series tied at one
each, Game 3 will be played
Wednesday night and Game 4
is set for Friday night, both in
San Antonio.
' The Spurs played their
game in the series opener here
last Friday night and blew the
Bullets dut of the Capital
Centre, 118-97: The Bullets
came back on Sunday and
crunched the Spurs 115-95
behind the play of Wes Unseld,

The
• to
•n
• y
batday
the
ony
led
allis
left

les,
enured
obug

Indians' Thornton
Receives Award

••11116

•

who had 26 points and 22
rebounds, and Kevin Grevey,
who rediscovered his shooting
eye in the third quarter to
score 12 of his 18 points.
Gervin and James Silas
combined for 62 points Friday
night but produced only 36
points, 11 in the second half, on
Sunday and played terrible
transition defense.
They got the fast-break
opportunities when we started
to miss," said Spurs Coach
Doug Moe. "We weren't
getting back. Guys were
standing around. We didn't do
a good job of keeping pressure
on them. When _their fast
breaks worked, we weren't as
tough in a set defense."
"I'm supposed to be the first
guard back on transition and I
wasn't getting there," said
Silas. "Maybe I was trying to
think of too many things at one
time. We played the same
defense that we did against
Philadelphia (in the semifinal
series) but Grevey ig' a lot
better shooter than 76er
rookie
guard ) Maurice
Cheeks. You can't give the
Bullets that many easy
baskets."
Gervin, the two-time- NBA
scoring champion who isn't
noted for his defense,
suggested the Spurs might
have been outsmarted as well
as outplayed.
"All of us might have been
Coffee ntrating -on-shooting and
rebounding too much," he

NEW YORK
AP ) Cleveland Indians first
baseman Andre Thornton was
- • - named winner- -of--the- Rinth.
annual Roberto Clemente
- Award.
The award honors the
player who best exemplifies
Nehemiah, Benoit
the game of baseball on and
off the field and is based On
Chosen For April
playing
ability,
sportsmanship, character, community
NEW YORK I AP) involvement,
humanitarianism and con- Renaldo Nehemiah, the
tributions to the team and sensational University of
baseball.
Maryland sophomore, and
Joan Benoit, a junior at
Bowdoin College, have been
named the outstanding
Murray-Calloway
athletes for April by the Track
and Field Writers of America.
Girls Softball
Nehemiah was honored for
• Register May 5-17
setting a world record of 13.16
By Calling
seconds for the 110-meter
hurdles at the Bruce Jenner
Pork Office
Classic at San Jose, Calif.
753-7640
Benoit set an American
women's record in- the
marathon with a time of 2
‘Division 17-11 Years
hours, 35 minutes, 15 seconds
Division II 12-16 Years
in the Boton Marathon.

Chickon PickIn'
W•dnosdays
.110,

SAVE
SOCI

$138
Regular $1.88 2-pc Dinner
•

Everything Too Decorate With
Building or Remodeling

Wallpaper
Prepasted-Strippable

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
.W
L
Pet. GB
Boston
17
9
654
Baltimore
18 10
.642
Milwaukee
17 11
607
1
New York
13 14
MI
441
Detroit
10 12
455
5
Cleveland
8-17
.320
Toronto
II 21
.276 10.•
WEST
Muiriesota
19
4
.704 California
16 12
571
3,
1
Kansas City
15 12
4
456
Texas
14 12
538
4k1
Chicago
12 14
462
Oakland
11 17
,393
Seattle
10 19
345 Ii
Monday's Games
Boston 9, California 4
Oakland 5, Baltimore 3
Seattle 12. New York 4
Detroit 5, Chicago 4
Minnesota 6. Toronto 1
Kanms City 10. Texas 6
'to/May's Games
t'alifornie (Knapp 1.0, at Boston Rainey /-1). Iry
Oakland (Keough pa) at Baltimore
(Flanagan 4-21, In)
. Seattle !Ammeter 1-3 or Mitchell 431
at New York (Beattie 0-1), (ri)
C
-hicago (Bliungarten 2-01 at Detroit
• Young 1-01, (n)
Cleveland (Garland 0-3) at Milwaukee
Haas 1;11,10
•
Toronto (Underwood 04i at Minnesota
• Erickson 0-3 1. ( n
Kansas City (Gum 1-3 at Texas (Jenkins 4-0 or Firmer 14),
Wednesday's Games )
Oakland at Flaltimore, (n)
California at Boston, In)
Seattle at New York, (n)
Chicago at Detrott. (n)
Cleveland at Milwaukee, (n)
---"IrcroMo at Minnesota,(n)
Kansas City at Texas,(n)

We Accept Visa
& Master Charge

41013
mmeasis

Carpets-Vinyls
Free Estimates
We Install
Over 2,000 Samples
Too Choose From.

•
-

EL,4

Only
25.00
27.58
28.10
28.94
29.73
31.85
33.32
34.23
34.04
36.59
36.04
39.75

Stze

cs•
\• Wide dual steel
- belts polyester
Ce, cord
body
chlorobutyl inner liner traction _ block
tread whitewall

-k..

e

•••

NATIONAL
TIRES

...;.
e

• ••

Tax
1.62
1.88
1.93
2.10
2.22
2.38
2.61
2.44
2.66
2.91
2.96

Regular
Price

YOUR
COST

AR78-13
65.90
12.50
BR78-13 4 68.80
45.00
DR78-14
71.85
ER78-14
73.80
FR78-14
76.95
53.17.
GR78-14
79.80
54.93
HR78-14
82.95
:i
,
FFt7815
78,80 ,
41.4f1
GR78-15 4 80.90
55.80
HR78-15
84.95
58.95
JR78-15 1 87.80
62.57
LR78-15 a1 93.85
• 66.15

E.18

Fed
Tax

I

1_.86
1.98

2.38
2.55
I
2.65 ,
2.95
4, 2.55 ,
2.73
1 2.96
i 3.14
3.30 •

NATIONAL
AIR FLOAT CUSTOM
• Rugged polyester cord body
• Wide, seven rib tread design
• Tubeless whitewall

•

pe
Eastern Cordereace Finals
Best-of-Seven Series
Friday's Game
San Antonio 118, Washington 97
Sanctity's Game
Washington 115, San Antonio 95
Wednesday's Game
Washington at San Antonio, (no
Friday, May 11
Washington at San Antonio, In
Sunday, May 13
San Antonio at Washington
Wedaesday, May IS
Washington at San Antonio. nI. if necessary
Friday, May II
San Antonio at Washington. • n If

Series
(lame 1
Montreal 4. Roston 2
•
Game 2
Montreal 5, Boston 2
Game 3
Boston 2, Montreal 1
Game 4
Boston 4, Montreal 3 or
Game 5
Montreal 5. Boston 1
Tuesday's Game
Montreal at Boston, in)
Thursday's Came
Roston it Montreal,(n), If necessar7

30.83
30.12
30.65
32.11
35.53
37.85
39.76
37.99
40.70
43.77
39.10
47.06

1E61131311:1A • 13
SUPREME STEEL RADIAL

NBA Playoffs

Semifinal Round
Best of Seven Series
Series
Game 1
New York Rangers 4, New York i,..Ard
ers 1
Game 2
New York Islanders 4, New York
Rangers 3, OT
Game 3
New York Rangers 3, New York Islanders 1
Game 4
New York Islanders 3, /Pew York
Rangers 2, OT
A
Game 5
New York Bangers 4, New York Island
PT'S 3
Tuesday's Game
New York Islanders at New York
Rangers,(n)
Thursday's Game
Nee York Rangers at New York Island
en,(flu, if necessary

44P
4
07
0cP\e\(\

Per Single Roll

A78-13
C78-13
C78-14
D78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
1-178-15
J78-15
L78-15

• Besides scoring 11 points,
Kramer held Sonics center
Jack Sikma to seven points in
the last three quartet;
__The_ Sonics have clearly
been masters of the backboards.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
Pet. GB
I.
Philadelphia
18
720
7
Montreal
17
708
7
14
Chicago
12 10
545
4%
St Louis
13 12
520
5,
Pittsburgh
.417
'
10 14
791
,
New York
9 15
Rh
.375
WEST
Houston
607 17 11
Cincinnati
II 12
556
San Francisco
13 15
4
461
San Diego
12 17
414
Pi
Los Angeles
12 18
400
Atlanta
8 /8
308
II
Mooday's Games
Pittsburgh 4, Atlanta 2
Philadelphia 11, San Diego 8
Los Angeles 5, New York 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 1 LaCoss 2-13 at Chicago
ar
(Holtzman 2-11
Pittsburgh (Rhoden 0-0, at Atlanta
(Solomon 1-1), in)
St. Louis (Denny 2-2/ at Houston
• K.Forsch 3-1), (n)
Philadelphia Lerch 2-1) at San Diego
(Jones 4-2), (r)
_NastAgrk_(Alien 04) at Lzis Angeles
;
(Sutcliffe 2-21, (n)
Montreal (Sanderson 1-21 at San Francisco (Halicki 2-21. (n1

TUBELESS
SIZE A78-13
PLUS F.E.T.
9E62 PER TIRE

No thump ply, tough, aggressive
polyester cord body, long mileage
tread, bold, sparkling white stripe .Discoued cards moan additional savings, stop by rodoyl
sidewall.
Now
s Site
Fed. Ex
Was

A78-13

'23"

E78-14

52695

F78-14

'27"

G78-14

$2995

G78-15
H78-15

'29"
'30"

L78-15

$3195

AV_ C
A

Ascit
eme

v.?•.trg.t--

41;

k

alb

j
r
1-05e
,
Z1
gg-43'
,

ea

4
.•

/
"" •

FET 1.62 to 2.98
ENGINE
TUNE-UP $9988

Front-End
Alignment

gel Amonces Cars

92°
*Computer Balancing
.On The Car Spin Balancing
*Truck-Tire Balancing

3 Modern
Service Trucks
Completely
Equipped
To Serve You

ff.

ONLY

Most Cars

NHL Playoffs

"
14
0.0
111116 c4c1-4-°(\c-1)

$500 • 4

4FOR 9100w

Western Conference Finale
Best of Seven Series
Garnet
Seattle 104. Phoenix 93
Friday's (lame
Seattle 103, Phoenix 97
Sunday'. Game
Phoenix 113, Seattle 103
Tuesday, May
Seattle at Phoenix. in)
Friday. May 11
Phoenix at Seattle, in)
Sunday, May 13
Seattle at Phoenix, if neeessan
Toesday. May 15
Phoenix at Seattle. , n. if neceessr,

064

Only

WHITEWALLS

eflSary

meal.

3084
2471
-5180

Dayton PREMIUM 78

The Suns' first victory came
without much help from star
center - - Alvan
Adams,
sidelined after spraining his
ankle in the first quarter.
Rookie Joel Kramer, who
effectively took over Adams'
chores Sunday, will be asked
to do it again tonight. Adams
is expected to be out of action
for the fourth game.

Major League Standings

In Stock

V

Suns
can
the
outdo
SuperSonics.
"I think we can run with
anybody," said Williams."We
have the guys to get the
boards and the guys to run the
break."
Seattle lost to Phoenix 1131(13 here Sunday but takes a 2-1
lead into the fourth game of
the best-of-seven series
tonight.
"The faster the pace the
better we like it," responded
Phoenix guard Paul Westphal.
"We're at our best when the
play is spread over the full
court."
Williams led all shooters in
the third game with 35 points,
but it wasn't enough to hold
back the combined efforts of
Westphal and tearrimates
Walter Davis and Truck
Robinson. Westphal paced the
Suns with 25 points.

Sports At A Glance

The Most Complete Decorating
Center "In Murray."

•

•

With both teams, insisting
they can outrun the other,
tonight's National Basketball
Association Western Conference playoff game between
Seattle and Phoenix should
show whose fast break is
really faster.
"Do they really think they
can run better than we can?"
asked Seattle's jet-propelled
guard-.Gus who-.
takes
offense
at any
suggestion that the Phoenix.

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone /53-3647

Pahang

A.
0

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Bel-Air
Decor

Open Til 8:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.
- 79.

said. "Grevey and Bobby
Dandridge were leaving early
ion the fast break and we just
didn't pick them up."
Washington Coach Dick
Motta wasn't too happy with
his team's performance,
especially in the first half
when San Antonio jumped off
an 8-0 start and led throughout
the first 24 minutes.
"We didn't play well in the
first half and I didn't think
we'd be able to salvage it,"
said Motta, who let his team
know his displeasure at the
midpoint break. When asked
about the second-half surge,
Motta snapped: "It's about
time.
"The Spurs swarmed us on
defense and if you can't beat
that, it's really sad," he
continued. "It's like their
press at the end. All you have
to do is make some basketball
plays to beat it."

Ofre/a
i
gb t
S
ai
te‘
SnALE
Prices Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only!

Wel WOW I14/W rissitrior Otis,
iseitim lutists sad ceraanser. adjust
certairstter; sit Feint dwell end
Haim, test battery and charging
system and inspect porn. Merrimac
ignition cars 1.4 kiss.
V-11's sad
scam air ceaditiantal cars earn

Complete suspension inspected
Carnber caster&
toe ui are adjusted

G78-15 dr H78-15

Nom Duty

Highway
Retreads
si800

Shock
Absorbers
Installed

Each Exchange

;12.50 each

We Use Dixie Cap Rubber
"
al° Set of 4 Installed

Sto In For FREE Coffee & Donuts!

Advanced, Inc.
Tire & Automotive Service Center
ADVANCED.INC
808 Coldwater Road
John Newberry-Service Mgr.
T59-4788

ADVANCED
Dick Overby-Gen. Mgr.

753-7111

vets
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Kentucky -I NOTEICIEM: :4,41ATIRT!cljuyla„.5..
1°
11
Youth Assembly
CARTER STUDIO now has
negatives from the Hunter
Love Studio Call 75341294.
FREE STORE.759 4600.

•

PRESS CONFERENCE - Terry Smith held a press conference for the KYA reporters. Senior Francie Outland, second from right, was co-editor of the KYA
newspaper. Mike Pitts, second from left, was.a press delegate. Mark Austin, standing
right, was the governor's page.

Twenty members of Hi-Y and Tri-Alpha from Murray High
School recently attended the Kentucky Youth Assembly, a
YMCA-spon,ored mock legislative convention held at
the
Galt House in Louisville.
Terry Smith, a senior, served as the first KYA governor
from Murra.
Other students attendiug were Jon Alexander, Chuck
Wilson. Mark Young, Francie Outland, Mike Pitts, Duane
Dycus, Reed Hainsworth, Gena Lovett; Karen Brandon,
Mary Lindst y, Julie Sams,Tambi Gray, Matt Burke, Nancy
Kiesow, Marianne Duvall, Joe Harmon, David Honchul, Phil
Resig and Mark Austin.
Accompanying the students were Lloyd Hasty, Hi-Y
sponsor, and Mary Ann Russell, Tii-Alpha sponsor, Richard
Smith, Eli Alexander and Sue Lovett.

Good used 20"
electric stove and
small refrigerator. Call 753-5108 after 5:30 p.m.

It's A
Fact
Free sift
Wrapping
A Spec laity At
Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

Fresh
Strawberries
Ready Soon
WALLACE'S
U-PICK
BERRIES
at

No. 16th and
Poor Farm Road
Representative
Jon
Alexander debates a bill
in the KYA House of
Representatives.

POINT MAKING - Senator Nancy Kiesow makes a
point about a bill in the Senate chamber.

IIBLE CALL
bar "Secrets of CooNahum," 758-4444
or "Cbildron's Story Job is tinted." 1534446.

CABINET TALK - Reed Hainsworth, right,
and Duane
Dycus, second from right, discuss political
action with
cabinet members from other parts of Kentucky
.
•
.
1111111.

Photo Copy
Machine
Solos I Unice
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
1111-11123
iOD IS LOVE
John 4.8.
But seek ye first the
.kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6.31 24 hour
phone. answered by God's
servants. 8401 AxTAPE 759
4600. Bible Facts and Free
More Hear . our broadcast
Sundays at 11 30 on WSJP.

DISCUSSION - Julie Sams, left, and Marianne Duvall
discuss Tri-Alpha's bill requiring civics before graduation
with Jon Alexander.

Larry's
Clean-Up
& Body Shop
753-7689

ADDRESS-Youth Governor Terry Smith, Murray High senior, gave
an address
at the Governor's Banquet the last night of the Kentucky Youth Assembly.

PEANUTS

TR,
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*Oimpleu Toweeps
beaks
*anise
himmt Sytttems
Campeter Wow*

May 7-11 Designated

National Metric Week
FRANKFORT - The week
ot may 7_11 is National metric
Week, according to Lydia
Wells Sledge, math consultant
for the Kentucky Department
•
of Education.
The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics,
sponsor of Metric Week, is
encouraging schools to
promote awareness of the
metric system, Sledge said.
Students will be encouraged to
use metric measurements and

NANCY
c,1e9

ea,u e Se41C21111 Inc
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1 In favor of

Answer to Monday's Puzzle
egg.
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A
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2 Evaluate
3 Hypothetical

AMI

r
4 Pry
6 Haggard
Climbing aid 5 Rugged
t3 Desire
creSt
15 Near
6 Collects
7 ContunCtiOn
1-6 App*sent
8 Poisonous
18 Tart
19 Golf mound
tree
9 Keener
21 Greenland
settlement . 10 Three Prefix
22 Compass pt
23 Early oared 1? Perform
14 Man s nick ,
galleys
name
26 Steal
17 Helicline/
29 Cuts short
37 Paper
55 Elephant
20 Reced,e/
31 Urge on
money
tooth
24 Key /
33 Note of
42 Midday
56
Printer's
25 Drunkard
.
scale
44 Greek letter
measure
27 Russian city
84 King of r
46 Thick
Bashan
28 Whip
57 Metal
48 Ligneous
59 Spanish arti29 Vessel
35 Cover
30 Eye closely 49 Finished
cle
38 As written
32 Bespatters
MuS
62 Latin conRodents
51
36 Possessive
39 .Diphthong
'unction
Pronoun
54 Beams
40-Mans nick64 Cooled lava
name.
4
ill
aI7
Mil10
41 Short iacket
43 Strap
14
45 Spread for
"
Mil
I
ill
drying
15
16
17
Is
47 Most slug
19
gosh , •
21
'lii
50 interiection
.
il
26 27
52 -Diving bird
WWI
.53 Skill
31
56 Sicilian volMil
ill
34
cano
58 Positive pole
47
all 44
60 Gold Symbol
'1
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YES. PLEASE
DANCE.
HOLP THESE
OUR
PRECIOUS ONES,
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S. LOST & FOUND
LOST
SIBERIAN Husky,
while with blue eyes, red
collar if found call 753 7646
after 5 30 pm or 753 2924
Reward!
LOST
MALE puppy, 6
weeks old, brown and black,
lost near 011ie Hail Road at
Coles Campground Road.
Call 759 1339.
1. siEs..P*ArTEO
COOK
WANTED.
Tre holm's Restaurant, 1206
C stnut
HRISTIAN LADY 10 cook
at Johnathon Creek Baptist
Assembly. Experience in
institutional cooking helpful,
but not essential Call 354
8753 for interview.
DENTAL ASSISTANT. Send
resume to P O. Box 32 0,
Murray, k Y.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators Apply in
person,
. Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar-St., -Murray,X Y.
WANTED . EXPERIENCED
body man Apply at Gene's
Body shop, So. 4th Street or
call 753 5374.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
I WOULD like to stay with
elderly lady and do light
housekeeping. Call 7534737.
to. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
NATIONAL COMPANY in
largest
field
needs
representative.. now(
Low
investment, high
return,
sound company. Will buy
back if not successful. Call
759 4780 betweea 830 and
12 30 am
SWIMMING
POOL
distributor has surplus brand
new first quality above-'Wound family pools . corn
plete with
Filter, ladder,
sun deck, stairs, pump.
completely installed only
$796 No money down; terms
arranged to fit your budget.
Cat' Warehouse toll free in
Kentucky area I 800 291 9438
F Ise-Whei'e call collect (507)
458
.1561
11. WANT TO BUY
WANTED TO buy standing
timber, top prices paid 489:
,
2334

U.

, nil

-

(Aeilmillef*O)

*Imp Tredi lassel Wm*

convert pounds and feet into
*ON, Filters, & labs
grams and meters.
*Sittsriss. Ohm, biles
The U.S. began switching to -4Allte ACCW"S•106-/
RHE INSPECTION
the metric system in 1976
Caa46•16 liss-of sir truk
when- then=pcesident Gerald '
rend
Ford signed a bill initiating a
minks
10-year changeover to metric.
Also that year, the state Board
Advanced,
of Education passed
resolution to make metric the
Inc.
ACMINCZOINC
predominant system
P
of
Dick
Overby-Gen.
Measurement taught in
Mgr..
Kentucky schools by the 1979John Newberry-Serv.
80 school year.
Mgr.
.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

;SEEM Mtn
12 /rE
TO SEE THE
GENERAL

63

ill

sidleate,

WAWT
TO
BUY

WANT TO buy: An 8 X 12 or
10 X 12 utility house. Call 753
4668.
is. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE KEY wind wat
ches and flintlock gun Will
trade. 436 2506.
FOR SALE: antique oak
double bed, antique couch,
needs refinishing, (oak with
cane inserts in each end). 4
dining room chairs, need
refinishing, one Hepplewhite
chest, one oak hall tree with
umbrella stand 753 8378
a,

14 foot Polareraft Jon
boat, 25 hp Johnson
motor, electric start,
with trailer
and
trolling motor. A Tilt
boat trailer for sale.
Also a camper topper
to fit a long wheel base
truck. Also a 1978 SR
500 Yamaha. Call 4374844;
1968 lORD 1-AIRLANE.
table with 6 chairs, and a
typewriter Call 753 1656
FOR SALE 7..Ken Holland,
signed and numbered prints
Call 753 5960.
175 YAMAHA TRAIL bike"
Kelvinator
dishwasher.
electric stove with over head
oven. All in excellent shape
Priced to sell Call 759 1207 or
489-2143 after Spm.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FR EIZETZ
chest, $196 88. 15 Cu. ft.
chest, 525988. 16 Cu. ft.
upright, „1218.00.. 18 Cu. ft.
chest, $288 00. 19 cu. ft.upright, $299 88. 23 cu ft.
chest, 5149 88 Montgomery
Ward, 753 1966.
HIDE A bed, good condition.
Call 75.3 1423
MUST SELL? Sears Kenmore heavy duty washer and
dryer Call 753 7949 after 5
Pm
ONE GOOD couch, makes a
bed. $20 Lounge chair with
ottoman. $15 Bargain! Call
436 1641

Feather Bed
Good Condition
753-6240
11. FARM EQUIP.
CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent all the way,$11,000.,
(615).432 7404.. --6 HP ROTOR tiller, one-year
old. $200 or best offer.
Electric weed eater. $40 or
pest offer Call 436 5601.
,
HEAVY
DUTY
tri.axte
trailer, WOW.(615) 232 7404. '
JOHN
DEERE
riding
mower_ 36" cut, electric
start, like new. Phone 7536603
NEW
TOBACCO scaffold
wagons. double wide. 24'
• long 1 886 6029 in Hopkin
sville after 6 pm
43. EXTERMINATING -

24. MISCELLANEOUS
GIFT as special as your
om
a microwave oven,
only $17 a monttf. J & B '
Music, 753 7575
DISPLAY CASE,6 ft. high, 3
ft. wide, le" deep, metal
frame clear plexaglass sides,
1 locking plexaglass doors in
front equipped with floresent
lights, revolving shelves,
$150. Call after 5 pm, (502)
522 6329.
•,
KWIK WAY AUTOMOTIVE
grinder for griading valves,
starter
and generare-r. Armetures
also
grinds
straight
and
tapered
reamers and o d grinding.
Includes several other attachments $200 Call after 5
pm,(502) 522-6-329..
SAW
DUST
for
sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Corn,
patsy; McKenzie, TN (901)
352 5777.
,
TAILORED LADIES riding
suit, for English or Western showing. Coat and slacks,
yellow, size 11 12, 515 Worn
only twice, very nice, Call
753 1916 from 8 till 5 and 753, 6331 after 5pm.
26. TV-RADIO •
40'
ROHN
TOWER,
parabolic aut. for channel'
17. In dash AM FM 8 track,
pushbutton radio, CS hump
mounts with speakers, SWR
meters, antennas. Call 4365601.
WANTED. -RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
7
253
5" 7c5oIor
75 tv J & B Music,
•
27.- M057710701E SALES
1971 GAS MOBILE home, 2
'be
sdr
heug,ma,vac
ad
completelyoapp
liancfuesr,
air
conditioned,
un
derpinning, extra nice WOO.
Call? 8177
N.408-MMiDEL LIAO-2 TY, 12 X
60, 7 bedroom mobile homes
all electric, well,. insulated,
with Kenmore refrigerator
Sod ice maker Take over '
payments. Call 753 0170 or
/53 5696.
TRAILER, 12 X 60, GAS, and
lot for sale. Phone 754,1078
pm
'
6fteO
r 5 AY body -- shop Pr.
clean up shop on one acre lot
with 60 X 17 house trailer.
.Less than 3 maes east ok.
iMurray $19,750 753 0595.
II
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43. REAL ESTATE
3$. FARMS FOR RENT
FARM HOUSE near Kenlake on Ledbetter Road. $50
per month For details call 1
216 234 4383 or write C.F.
Waldrop, 18800 Whitney
oad, Stringsville, OH 44136.

21. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM, 641 South,
S150. 7538681.'
12 X 60 TRAILER FOR rent,
see Mrs Brandon 'Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court.
39, HEATING IL COOLING
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners 753 1551 or 753
9104
30. BUS. RENTALS
CLEAN UP SHOP for rent.
$200. Call 753 7106 or 753 6802.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT . New 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment, all
carpet, range, refrigerator,
disposer,
dishwasher,
washer and dryer hookup,
central air. Call 753 7550.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOMS FOR rent, $,60 per
month jplus sharing utilities.
Adjoining MSU at 113 N 14th
Street. 753-9097.

gnin

43. REAL ESTATE
1 61 ACRES IN Kirkse-y. Set
up for mobile home with
well, septic tank, electrit
pole and 20 X 30 garage 285
feet of highway frontage
Owner says sell Listed at
$5000 The Nelson Shroat Co
Realtors. 759 1707

11.]n r.
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

35. FARMS FOR RENT
= IV E ROOM farm house,
good well, retired couple
only Call 345 2205

Professional tervicesith The Friendli. T,,lt

PERFECT HARMONY . . 1 year old,
approx. 2,500 sq. ft.,
efficient heat pump,
insulation exceeds
energy conservation
standards, special
designer -kitchen &
app!., beamed great
room with fireplace,
formal dining, ltiath, 2
car garage. Sensational buy in upper
60's. Call Now For
Boyd
Appointrnent.
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

34. RENT OR LEASE
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753 4758

BOYD-MAJORS"m
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
and clear air are in abun
dance at this 12 acre m 1
tract not too far "out" 3
bedroom mobile home and a
30 X 30 body shop. call
today...759 -1492 offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
BULLS FOR sale! Performance tested half, threeseven eighths
quarters,
blood Si mmental and Ma ineAnjou bulls Only the very
best performance bulls
selected from over 1,000
performance tested cows are
being offered for sale.
Broadbent Farms, cadiz, KY
SLIP INTO
42211. Phone dayt,245-5182.
WALKING HORSE gelding. 3 LEVEL BEAUTY on 10
SOMETHING COMMaster
Dapple gray, white mane seculded acres
FORTABLE
and tail, 10 years old Was bedroom and bath on upper
dining
room,
Living
level.
Like this nice 2
shown extensively from 4 to 7
bedroom,
kitchen,
area,
years old. Won state 4 H-home, with
bedroom
horse show, walking horse bath, and utility room on
living room, dining
3-- wears _.atraight.,..urnain level. :Family room,
Has been off show circuit for 6edroom, b'SiK '011- --tower---160111;--tritchen and3 years Spirited, very well level Wood burning stove,
bath. R-30 insulation in
trained, excellent trail horse unique decor. 24 X 24 garage.
the ceiling. Plenty of
Unregistered. $750 Call 753- Must. see to appreciate.
1916 from 8 till 5, and ask for Listed at $62,500 The Nelsqa
room for a workshop
Shroat Co. Realtorsjr 17077
Lisa, after 5 pm call 753 6331
or game roorrj in the

NE;
fid a

land,
•ints

Dike;
her .
head
iape
07 or

3S

• ft.
. ft.
ft.
. ft..
J ft.
mery

753-4451

VS un,ted featute Stn.:locate Inc

'NOTICE HOW THEY'VE SEEN
- ACTING LATELY?"
43. REAL ESTATE

kes a
with
Call

mder,
11,000.,

e - year
offer.
'AO or

South 12th at Sy carnot•
TELEPHONE 7511E051

house. 2 full
baths located 6 miles
from Murray on 5
acres of land. $32,500.
3 bedroom

NICELY WOODED five acre
on
located
homesites
blacktop roacLnear lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St:, 753,0101,
753 7531.

4\144444414e44:tt
tie% CB

aftold
e, 24'
opkin

We've Expanded
To Serve You Better

le
. your
oven,
an

Feel Free To Call Concerning Any Questions About Real Estate
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IT's IN TO
BE OUT
Beautifully decorated
three bedroom, two
bath home featuring a
sunken living room,
large kitchen with
snack bar adjoining
family room. Large
brick
matching
building.
storage
Located on two lots
and priced at only
2 miles
1
$57,900. Only 3/
_from_ Murray CitY
limits. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
Look for our new signs
- everywhere!
THE ARRANGEMENT...lf
yciu'd like separate living
quarters fOrizJarents, in-laws
or guests, you'll love this. 3
bedroom home plus apart
ment with separate enhas
trance,
fireplace,
basement-wooded lot and is
convenient to shopping area.
Buy now and appreciate for
years to come! Dial 753
by
Loretta
1492 .offered
Jobs !Realtors

Lnifl
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
I

753-8080

SCR Iles
Prof
With The Friendly Touch-

BUSINTHRIVING
ESS . . . INCLUDED
INVENTORY?
Groceries, gasoline,
notions also restaurant
equipment included.
Call us about additional information on
this excellent business
Boyd
opportunity.
Majors Real_ Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

AN AWARD
WINNER:
One of the more unique
homes in Murray is
now for sale. This is a
home-buying
rare
opportunity for those
who truly appreciate
quality, beauty and
design in a home and
want something
uniquely different.
This is a beautiful tri2
1
level 3 bedroom, 2/
home
with
bath
spaciousness
throughout. Large family
room with stone
an d,*
fireplace
Cathedral ceilings
Aire to please. The
kitchen is bright and

and more for only
$59,500. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222

full-time real
estate service. Our
signs
mean
new

for

IBLE
'nts on

business!

Prentice Dunn
753-5725

ime, 2
fur
ances,
un
$4500

Russell Spuriock
753-9731

Guy Spann, Broker
753-2587

Guy Spann Realty

S. and

013 Or
cre lot
railer.
as?
ast
To
25

James Green, Sr
436-2430

Helen Spann, Managing Broker
753-8579

r, 12 X
homes
plated,
era tor
over
?It) or

4,1078

Ray R
753-2437

,

"Your key People In Real Estate

905 Sycamore

24 Hour Service

I,

753-7724

Phil R. Klapp
Roofing Co., Inc.

FOR
SALE

Complete Closeout

spacious with large
bay ‘,4-do7r7A.11 This

NER,
annell
track,
hump
SWR
II 436

Built-Up
Roofing

Call For
Free Roof
Survey
502/247-8766

49 etI
RIM

14k

i axle
7404.
'iding
iectric
e 753

43. REAL ESTATE

ALTLiFtc

IT'S WORKING

K enr and
ter 5

1

411

5 ACRES!!! A garden
spot, fruit trees, a
place for horses and
cows, extra storage
area and yes, there's a
full basement. Just
lovely custom built 3
right for starter home,
BR home that comMid $20's. Located on
pletes the package:
South 6th Street.
Special features inKopperud
Phone
clude spacious rooms,
Realty 153-1222. We
OUR BUSINESS IS UP 125% OVER LAST YEAR
top quality craftmembers of
are
manshin, central heat
-multiple listing serand air and lots of
When we opened for business, we felt we would
vice.
storage area. Minutes
be successful if we treated peoplens we would
TUCKED AWAY on a otrtef
from town -and offered
like to be treated. Since we are off to the most
cut-de sac! Walk to shopping •
at only $63,900.
successful start since we have been in business,
center. .spend time relaxing
in your new 3 bedroom, 1 1 2
we are proud to say ITS WORKING. You are imWALK TO THE LAKE
- home with all new
bath
portant to us and you are treated as someone imappliancm,Priced in the mid
from this rustic home
an
for
1492
make
a
commission.
portant not just as a way to
530's. call 753
near
Panorama
appointment offered by
Honesty,integrity, and value are the rules we at
Shores. You'll love the
L retta Jobs Realtors.
THE NELSON SHROAT CO. live by. You, the
heavily wooded lot, the
people, come first at our company and helping
first
floor patio and the
people is truly ow business. So, for a pleasant
deck off the second
difference in real estate service, come to
level. 3 bedrooms and
2 baths, great room
with
Franklin
fireplace plus formal
Wilson Real Estate is
dining area,, and big
senior relocater brokers
kitchen. Ready for
with American Society
immediate showing.
of Relocation Brokers
Asking 47,500
With
Inc,
Association
h, Realtor
John
nationwide connections
LPIPK; PEOPLE IS OUR BUSLNFSS
to help you in real
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
719-170?
estate.
EVENIN(A
Wilms Wilson at
Nelson %root 759-1716_
Sam Norris 753-8061 -- 302 N. 12th
Chester Thomas 753-8274
Marie Hicks 759-1056
753-7411 (anytime)
or Call 753-3263

ition.

Call Jim for those
painting
spring
jobs. Interior or
exterior. 12 years
experience! Free
estimates! Call
after 6 p.m. 48923.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

Prufesssonal Ser5 ices
Witt The Irienalt, Touch-

JUST _THE._PLACE
FOR YOUR FAMILY
TO CALL HOME. .
About 1 mile West of
Puryear, Tenn. - Neat
3 bedroom frame
home, large living
room, kitchen carpeting, range, exhaust
fan, draperies included. Electric andor wood heat. On
acre,
1
Apprx.
blacktop road. High
20's. Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

49. USED CARS
53. SERVICES OFFERED
H.SERVICES OFFERED
1973 MONTE CARLO,63,000
FOR
YOUR garden.breaking
miles. .435 4540
Ainley Auction
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
and discing, call 753 6123
1979 T BIRD, 759 4459 after 5
repair, 718 S 4th Street. same
Realty Sales
Sears, day service 753 7400_
BY
GUTTERING
Pm
CC:. INUIT Albin
gutters
LK butler!' Realtor1977 T BIRD, .DOVE gray Sears continous
per
Appr.i.tr
with dove gray velvet in- installed
•!!51 /79-2986 179-3713
terior, moon roof, loaded specifications_ Call Sears
South Fulton Tenn
with all equipment, western 2.53 2310 for tree estimates
wheels and new tires, 14,000 HUGH OUTLAND rooting,
Miles, 15850 Call 759-4515 excellent references, call
753 1486 between 7 am and
days, and 759 /852 nights.
1976 VEGA, NICE, will 3.30 pm, ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in
trade,$1500. 436-2506.
attics and walls. For free
TRUCKS
USED
SO.
SourhsIde Court Square
estimates call 753,7505 or 753
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft.
Murray, Kentucky
gravel dump, excellent
S. CLEAN UP time. Junk
T'7
8127
shape,$7500. (615) 232-7404.
cars cluttering your yard and
1977 FORD PARCEL van, 14 fields? Free pickup service
ft. box bed, good condition. 474 8854 or 527 1315
BASEMENT? We
WET
45. FARMS FOR SALE
Call 753-0859
wet basements dry,
40 ACRE FARM. 32 acres
INSULATION BLOWN in by make
guarenfeed
completely
on these higlit work
tendable land. Good 7 room FR 5424C- 1149 Csbqfaugt
WIII see --learsr-sfave cooling bills. Call or write Morgan Con
farm house, 3 out buildings, pickup with topper.
and
heating
Co., Route 2, Box
in good, location. Call 437- to highest bidder. 753-5923.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free struction
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
1969 GMC WITH 11 ft. New estimates.
434.
night, 1-442 7026.
or
call day
18 ACRES WITH good barn. Leader spreader bed, new JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
plumbing, heating
DO
WILL
motor,$6000. (615) 232-7404.
coating
seat
also
Call 436-5581 or 753-0584.
patching,
and air conditioning, repairs
Phone753 1537
143 ACRES, STATEUNE 51, CAMPERS
and remodeling around the
road, New Providence, $650 17' PHEONI X CAMPER,
home. 753-2211.
acre, small house, good self-contained. Phone 753WILL PLOW and disk
water; A. Williams, Rt.8, 8056.
gardens. 753-1973 or 73-3413.
Box 517, LaCosta, Mobile, AL 1976 PROWLEA, 20' self
WILL INSTALL carpet, tile
36608. (205) 649-4417.
contained, air conditioned.
and vinyl. Also do small
Call 753-9610 or 753-084.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
Free
jobs.
painting
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms, STARCRAFT AND Road
estimates. Call 436-2623 after
Dealer, travel
21 2 baths, living room, dining Ranger
pm.
6
study, traitors, 5th wheels, and
kitchen,
room,
WILL DO housecleaning,
laundry, large family room popup. Both new and used.
$3.50 per hour, experienced,
with fireplace, heat pump, Complete line; parts and
have references Call 474
well insulated, 2 years old, accessories, hitches, brakes,
8834 or 474 2395
and lights; installed. White's
Gatesborough. 759-1149r.s.
East
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2 Camper Sales, located Ken
toward
bath, living, dining, and 94 highway
753JSK
Call
KY.
Murray,
Lake,
•
family room with fireplace,
Contractor
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near 0605.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
Murray High, 811 Doran 27' TRAVEL TRAILER,
Contract
Svc. Co.
Vega, deluxe model, like new care, _by the job or
Road. 753-8405.
the entire season. Call
for
large
awning,
air,
condition,
Specializing in removing
Three
OWNER:
BY
Free
pm.
5
after
5570
436
antenna,
1.v.
water from under houses
bedrooms, two full baths, refrigerator,
(Engr Wort
with sway estimates.
living room, large den with Reece hitch
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
753-9920.
Comets Sidewalks
fireplace, country kitchen, control, $4575.
and gas installation, will do
Came% Pettios
two car garage, fenced 52. BOATS & MOTORS
air
and
heating
plumbing,
backyard, gas heat, central 28' NEW CUSTOM luxury
Stores Drain Cann.
Call 753-7203.
conditiOning.
air. Shown by appointment Pontoon Houseboat. Needs
Ccocryte Curbs I Guttors
anchors,
only. Call 759-4503.
completion. Must see to MOBILE HOME
'Quality Controled
underpinning, roofs sealed,
• BY OWNER: 3 bedroom appreciate. $4,500. Days 642,
and
awnings,
patio
Contractors'
brick, recently recarpeted 7190. N ightS 642-7581.
carports. Call
aluminum
throughout, 2 baths, living
Wayne Johnston 489-254)6
Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
room, den with energy
Ronel Kirks 136-2319
pm.
saving fireplace, spacious
MITCHELL BLACKTOPkitchen, 2 carports for 3 cars,
PING, driveways and small WILL BE repairing mowers
large stora_ge room plus attic'
-'lobs a speciality, arto---pat. arid- TilterS - all summers-Joestorage, garden spot, large
chino and seal coating. 753- Hopkins, Hardin. Call 43716' Starcraft Runabout
lot. Mid 540's. 753-6859.
4835.
1537.
with 85 horsepower
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
OF all kinds, WILL HAUL drivewa5i.white
PAINTING
baths. For-more details call
Mercury motor. Has
home or commercial. No job rock and Ag lime, also have
753-5167.
Dilly trailer. Call after
too small. Also dry wall any type of 'brown or white
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
general Pea gravel. Call Roger
and
finishing
4 p.m.753-0588.
brick, 2 baths, living room,
Call Aurora Hudson,753-6763 or 753-4545.
maintenalce
den with WB fireplace,_2 car
Painting, 354-8995.
57. WANTED
. garage, central gas heat and 16' SWISS SIR ski boat with
electric air, brick porch and 90 hp Johnson, red and white ROOFING, NEW houses. Re PAYING NEW higher rate
and
roof,
up
built
for silver coins, $44.50 for $1.00
patio, landscaped, kitchen fiberglass, including canvas root,
has many cabinets, built-in • top, heavy duty trailer, skiis, trailer roof coating. Call 753, face. Kennedy halves 196569,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris:
dishwasher, disposal, utility rope, presservers, will pull 2 3310.
room with WD conncectitons, Skiers, $850. Call 753-7405.
SERVICES OFFERED, if (901) 642 5118.
you need it done, we can do WANTED: HOUSE to rent,
lots of storea§e, walk-in 40'
STARDUST
560's. HOUSEBOAT.
Low
closets.
Newly it. From cars (tune-up near campus, excellent
753-4133
to carpentry. references. Call 753-3713 or
only,
specials)
Appointment
redecorated, 210 hp Chrysler
or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake 1.0., rebuilt this spring. CB,8 Phone 474 2770
753-6400.
St., Houston, TX 77098.
track, sleeps 6. Very clean.
TWO BEDROOM house on 2 Can be seen at Mansard
acres with large barn west of Island. $9500. Days, 642-7190,
nights 642-7581.
Murtay.$20,000. 753-6645.
17' THUNDERBIRD, OB,
47. MOTORCYCLES
HONDA MR 50, excellent boat and trailer, big boat,
5600. 15' Faubuglass, lb. nice,
condition. 753-7104.
$350. Will trade. 436-2506.
SUZUK I GT-550 with wind
jammer. 51000 or best offer. 53. SERVICES OFFERED
REPAIR
APPLIANCE
Call 436-5681.
service, refrigeration and air
48. AUTO.SERVICE
conditioning. Bill • Rollins,
FOR SALE: Four A70-F13 753-0762.
inch tires, steel belted
work,
radials, used. All four for 520. ADDITIONS, REPAIR
fireplaces,
circulating
753-8393.
roofing, insurance work. Call
OIL LUBE filter only $8.99, Murray Remodeling. 753includes 5 qt. major brand 5167.
Oil. Montgomery Ward, 753
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
1966.
Generalhome remodeling,
49. USED CARS
framing, aluminum siding,
1971 BUICK LeSABRA, good gutters,.and roofing. Call 1.
mechanical Contlitioft• bower 395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
steering, brakes, air, cruise. BACKHOE WORK, septic
Call 436.2289 after 5 pm.
tanks, gravel and dirt
1953 BUICK,5450. 1956 Buick; hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
condition,
good
. new paint,
ROOF
BUSHOGGING,
.S1000. 1961 Chevrolet con- repair and new roofing,
vertible, all power, no motor building tear downs, sum
or transmission, $300. 1964 merize §ouses, trailer roof
Chevrolet 4 door, good .-coating, il you
we'lL
Condition, $400. call 437:4817 probally do it. Experienced
after 6 pm and ask for Slim.
ctrpet
and guarenteed work. 251,
•
1976 CUTLASS SUPREME, 2418 between 8 am and 9 pr)1
HOURS
OFFICE
NEW
Closed All Da) Wed.
double power, air, tape, CARPET CLEANIft4.G, at
wheels, 35,000 miles. 492- reasonab e rates.
romp
Saturday 1:21:itil :Loft
'_7_:20-_Notin
and efficient serWce. us om
. PRICE SHAVf St 75
50
SI
CUT
NICE
HAIR
CON - Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CORVIER
1963
partially CARPET CLEANING, free
VERTIBLE,
& lame calk plies* cell 753-36115 on. day in fadrestored, many extra parts.
satisfied
,„ estimates,
'volos.Metery Public Service.
1,--tr-Sl-M-±2- i'll-l-L-'-'!!"----references, V ibra-Vac steam
"
Call 437-4
pm.
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
1973 CHEVROLET IMPALA, Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
bad transmission, $400. Call COMPLETE
ASPHALT
753 9840.
maintenance paving, pat1976 DODGE CHARGER SE, ching, also seal coating. Call
condition, 753.7145 or 753 9043 Located
maroon, good
$44250. Call 753,2617, ask for at Murray Speedway, Highway 641 N of Murray.
Tracy Williams.
FOR SALE or trade. 1974 CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Grand Prix with sun roof, Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
call 753.6953.
1971 -FORD LTD, 351, steps, free estimates. 753Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
5476.
753-7918.
automatic, air,$450.
(ices,
cottages, mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U
S
CARPENTER
FOR SALE: 1975 Ford LTD,
work,
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 21
full power, air conditohed, AVAILABLE, quality
Closed From Fri.
real clean, 51700. Call 759- realistic prices. Call for.
60. Buy the best for less.
estimates, 753-9987 after 4:30
S p.m. til Son. 2 p.m.
1486 after 5 pm.
pm.
1974 FORD GRAN Torino,
small jobs
good mechanical conditon. CAN'T GET those
the house or mobile
around
miles. Call 753-4017
pm
home done? Carpentry,
W2
er
ftM
a3
8
plumbing,
SPORT painting,
LEMANS
1976
aluminum siding, patios,
Coupe. Double power and small concrete jobs. Call 436air, 260 V8 engine, oefs ex
2562 after 5 pm.
cellent mileage, 5,1950. Phone
CARPENTERS FRAMING
354-6217.
or finish, no job too large or
_MUST SELL! 1976 Ford small. Excellent references.
Granada, excellent con
Call 759 1890.
dition, low mileage. For
WAITE
more informatiocL.C.01 1 767 DRIVEWAYS
.rocked and graded, all size
4687 or 767 4562
free
gravel,
estimates.
pea
1977 MERCURY GRAND Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
Marquis, good condition, after 4 pm.
-icractect.-Clt1 753 8165 after 6
neer stumps
D6- YOU
Pm.
removed from your yard dr
1970 PLYMOUTki ROAD land cleared of stumps? We
Three bedroom brick and frame country home
Runner, 383 engine with air, can remove stumps up to 24'
has new tires, good body and be-low the ground, leaving
having family room with fireplace. Situated on 5
running condition. Sa50 only sawdust and chips. Call
acre§ only 14 miles from Murray just South of
From 10 till 5 . 30, 753 4150 for free estimate, Steve Shaw
after 5.30 call 759 1613, ask 753-9490 ,or Bob Kemp 435State Line Road in Tennessee. Plenty of blacktop
for Jerry Keit)). .
4343.
road frontage. Priced to sell fast at only $30,000!
door,
1965 PONTIAC, FOUR
EXTERIOR AND interior
Another option is available with the house and 70
good mechanical condition. painting, carpentry work
753 3298.
acres being offered for $55.000.
done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
small
installation,
or
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios,- and driveways also
done. Ca11,436"5570 afters PM
for free estirnSfes.
•
FOR ELECTRICAL work
9464.
753
call Jerry Osbron,
FEN-E SALES at. Sears
C
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
your
fnreeed
e estimatesfor

Furniture
Warehouse

Entire Inventory Reduced
For Clearance

South 4th St. Murray
HORNBUCKLEBARBER SNOP

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

PEACEFUL SETTING

Home window cleaning, rio job too large
or small, reasonable. rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

We Install And
Service
EverLthing Home
Car
We
Sell
At The
stereo's
Stereo's

World of Sound
222 So. 12%

753-5865r

FOR YOUR chain . link
needs; contact
fencing
Free
Montgomery Ward
estimates. 753J966.
home
YOUR
FOR
alterations, repair, and
.
home,
new
remodeling, also
and commercial, chll 753
6121
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Thweatt

Clovis Byerly Dies
Monday With Rites
To Be Wednesday
Clovis Byerly, retired
farmer of Murray Route 6,
was pronounced dead on
arrival at 10 p.m. Monday at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was stricken 'at
home with an apparent heart
attack.
Mr. Byerly, 77, was a
member of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church. Bora Jan. 28,
1902, in Calloway County, he
. was the son of the late Lewis
Calvin Byerly and Martha
Ann Green Byerly.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Flossie Dunn Byerly, to
whom he was married on Dec.
22, 1922; one son, Jackie
Byerly and wife, Glenda.
Murray Route 6; four grandchildren--Miss Teresa
Byerly, Shepherdsville, Mrs.
Phil (Janet) Allen. Murray,
and Terry and Karen Byerly,
Murray Route 6.
Mr. Byerly is also survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Eathel
Coleman, Lynn Grove, and
Mrs. Pearl Skinner, Fern
Terrace Lodge; one brother,
Earl Byerly, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Ronnie Adams and the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White officiating.
The music and song service
will be by the Poplar Spring
Choir, led by Robert Walker
and Paul Henderson.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Services Are Today
For Mrs. Duncan
.The funeral for Mrs. Albert
[ Louise) Duncan, 608 Ellis
Drive, Murray, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev.. Coy
Garrett officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist-and
soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Gary, Randy, Ricky, and
Richard Burkeen, and Bobby
and Danny Gipson, all
nephews. Burial will follow in.
the McDaniel Cemetery.
Mrs. Duncan, 56, died
Sunday at 4:15 p.m. A
member of the Independence'
United Methodist Church, she
was the daughter of the late
Prince and Clara Rainey
Burkeen.
- She is survived by her
husband, Albert Duncan;
Sister, -Mrs. Bob Gipson.
Reidland; half sister, Mrs.
Walston. Benton;
Vera
brother, James D. Burkeen,
,Dexter Route
three half
brothers, Clyde Burkeen.
Paducah, Leamon Burkeen.
Bee ,
-11.sbert H.
Burkeen, Murray Route 3.

0•0/4

4044.

The Agape Teaching Center,
which meets each Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in Room 205,Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, will begin a new
series of Bible study starting
Thursday, May 10.
The Restoration In the
Church Today" will be the
subject of the new study with
the speaker to be Dr. J. T.
Parish, pastor of the Christian
Fellowship Church near
Benton.
This new study will lead into
a study of the book of
Revelation and other related

The Murray Band Boosters
will meet tonight (Tuesday) at
7:30 p.m. in the Murray High
School band room.
Plans for the coming band
camp--will be discussed, and.
all parents of students in
Grades 8 to 12 are urged to
attend, a band booster
spokesman said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP, — USDA —
Cattle 1900; slaughter classes steady;
hseiers steady;
Slaughter steers good 23 950-1230 lb
9011-9050
Slaughter heifers choice 645 lb 7310;
gcod and choice 2-3005-11-50 lb 70.75-72.75.
standard and g cod 1-3 700-1155 lb 63.5069 75;
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 55 0056.70; utility 145200-59 75; cutter 1-2 50.,1052.50. carrier 46.0041.00;
Slaughter bulls 1130-1405 $5 73 00-75 75. 12 1100-1410 lb 70 00-79.50; 1100-1430 lb 60909700.
Slaughter calves and vealers choice 150E03 lb vealers 96 00-111.03; choice 350-365 lb
calves 64 0046.00, feeder steers choice 300400 lb 100.00-119.50; 400-500 lb 116-117 90";
500.435 lb eg 0047.50; 900-700 lb 6300.00 10,
700410 lb 77.5046.30. 900-1060 lb 74.2575.25; mlxe,1 good lug! choice 300400 lb
96 25-190 00. 5011-11C lb 77.0040.00; 700.640
lb 71.00-7203; good 400-790 lb 72.0040.00.
heifers choice 340.415 lb 90.0046.25; 500402
lb 0090.1050. mixed good and choice 300500 lb 6390.42.00. 500.745 lb 71.0042.00:
good 400460 lb 0000.1000:
Hogs 900: barrows and gilts 1.25 higher,
1-2 ZO-240 lb 46 15-46 65; 240-250 lb 4000025. 340-101-lb 46.14411/11h 44 240-275 lb
445045.50; 230475 lb 43.90-44.50. sows 1.00
lower, 1-2900-350 lb 36 76-37 75. 350-450 lb
3075-77.50, 400-603 lb 37 50-34 50; 500-bulb
3020-3000, kers over 300 lb 30 00-31 50;
Sheep 25. spnrig slaughter lambs 200
higtrm other classes untested; slaughter
iambs choice and prime 90-97 lb spring
7200

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 6, 1479
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 517 Est 050 Barrows &
Gilts $12511 50 higher Sows 11 0042 00
higher
LS I-22042301[e
$45 00-45 50few 45 75
U82350-240 lhs
144 75-45 25
US 2-3 240-25011-a
$43.75-44 75
US 2-4900-260 lbs
142.75-4375
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 Its
138 00-39 00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
437 00-36 00
US i-a 450-500 I bs
$38 00-39 00
US 14 5004501be
03900-41.00
US 2,1 300-500 Ihn
136 00-37 OD
Boars 32 00-3500

0•44..
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prophecies from the Bible.
The teaching center is an
out-reach of the Christian
Fellowship Church, but is not
intended to be a church; but
rather a sharing of God's
Ward with any who are interested to learn,a spokesman
said. The group began
meeting in October 1978 and
includes members from
several different churches in
the Murray area:-.:
The graup has just heard a
series of lessons on-"The Gifts
of the Holy Spirit" which
included a study on each of the
nine gifts of the Holy Spirit.
The Center opens at 7 p.m.
each Thursday and the
worship and teaching begins
at 7:30 p.m. All interested
persons are invited to attend,
a Center spoke$maft-said.

the May 29 primary, Sloant.
proposed a tax break for
volunteer firefighters and
former Republican Gov. Louie
Nunn said he would help coal
operators
tobacco
and
growers.
McBrayer made stops in
Scott, Bourbon and Clark
counties. Brown spent most of
the day in meetings at his
headquarters.
Louisville
Atkins visited Metcalfe.
Barren,. Monroe, Allen.
Simpson and'Logan counties.Hubbard campaigned in
Warsaw, Carrollton, Bedford
and Owensboro.
Mrs. Stovall made stops in
Louisville, Hawesville and
Owensboro. In Owensboro,
she visited the Daviess County.
Courthouse, banks,a shopping
=Ian, a General Electric
plant and a hospital. and went
to several receptions.
Sloane
Sloane said in Louisville
that he would propose a $100
tax credit for certified
volunteer firefighters. The
former Louisville mayor said
it would be for volunteers with
150 hours-of training. "Since
small ,or rural communities
can't afford full-time firemen,
they must depend on volunteers. The state should encourage this type of activity.'

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
mon, EDT. today, famished _to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan.
Corp.,of Murray . are as follows.
Industrial Average
-I 99
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland 041
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAY
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Ilre
Goodrich
Hardees
Heublein a
IBM
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendys

It's nice to feel
so good about a meal.
Chicken Pickin'
Wednesdays

3-Level
Wash
Action

Murray Kentucky

Highway 641
South, Murray

4-4
-4

-4
11.
4

350
25,
s
16°,B 17A

• Rolls where needed now can be built-in later
• 3-Cycle Wash Selection
Including Power Scrub*
Cycle
• Powerful 3-Level Wash
Action
• So
Insulated
• Tuff Tubl Interior
• Faucet-Flo Uncouple
• Textolite Work Surface
Top

Soft
Food
Disposer
- Duat
Detergent
Dispenser

REGULAR $269.95
Tuft-Tub"
Quality
Interior

SAVE

$249"
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• 5-Cycle Wash Selection
Including Power Scrub
,
Cycle
•,Rinse & hold cycle rinses
away food and holds. •
dishes for a full load •
• Normal Power Saver
Cycle
• Rolls where needegli:
now -can be built-in later
• 3-Level Washing Action
• Built-In Soft Food
Disp6ser
• Sound Insulated
• Tuff Tub': Interior
• Rinse Aid Dispenser
• Dual Detergent
Dispenser

Dual
Detergent
Dispenser
wino

$319"

Tuff-Tub'
Quality

Interior
GSC463

11
.°
1.
111
14
.
ASP
'
BEFORE

Service Same Day You Call
These Prices Are Delivered.& installed
Discount In Price If You Pick Up In Carton

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 EAST MAIN ST.

W.
011

d.

3-Level
Wash
Action

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Busines!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS

A
vs •
be
acti
-r•1
7: 0

WI

FEATURE-PACKED
POTSCRUBBER® DISHWASHER

$20

G SC 350

328

Itntackyrried Chicken.

724

FEATURE-FILLED
CONVERTIBLE
POTSCRUBBER®
DISHWASHER

Regular $1.88 2-piece Dinner
$

324

Great Deal Any Da

SAVE 500:
• 2 pieces of
Chicken
Potatoes and Gravy
• Coleslaw • Roll

?7,
4
unc
434
5141 unc
4B 4'.A
unc
42'si
10
,4 uric
Ps -4
unc
544 •
254 -4
194 -4
134 -4
214
310 -.A 4
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Brown has agreed." He said
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10010004
he eS
Sloane said some insurance Mrs. Stovall's
os••
refusal -incompanies charge volunteer dicates her
Suzanne hroader has been
Gov. Julian Carroll will be
handlers have no
fire fighters more for auto intent of allowing
chosen
as publicity chairman
in
Murray
Thursday
,
May
10,
her to apinsurance, and volunteers are pear face to face"
with rivals. according to a spokeman for for the Terry McBrayer
required to pay for equipment. He added, "if
she won't ap- the Terry McBrayer , for campaign in Calloway County.
••... in addition to their time, pear against
A 1970 graduate of Murray
me, how can she governor campaign.
these people are assuming a expect Democrat
High,
she received a B.S.
Gov.
Carroll
is
scheduled
to
s to believe
financial burden. The leali we she could
elementary
in
at
the
McBrayer degree
stand toe to toe be
can do l to try to lighten that against
education
and
master's
headquart
ers,
National
Hotel
Louie Nunn in the
burden," he said.
building, from 11 a.m. to noon degree plus 30 hours from
fall?"
He also said the state should
In Louisville, Teamsters and will attend the Murray Murray State University
provide funds for Emergency Local 783,
representing 5,000 Rotary Club's luncheon fulfilling the requirements for
Medical Service systems that members in
40 Kentucky meeting at the Colonial House Rank I certification.
will be butt tiSr Willdirawal of cotintles;
She is presently employed
endorsed McBrzryer- . Smorgasbord.
federal funds. He said he Former
The campaign spokesman by the Calloway County School
House Speaker
would lobby to extend federal Norbert
announced
that System as a fifth grade
Blume, secretary- also
Department of
McBrayer
Health, treasurer and
will
be
in
Murray
business
Education and Welfare fun- representative
of the local, Friday, May 11, He will be on
ding of EMS programs. Sloane said McBrayer
"understands the court square from 2 p.m.
also attended a reception at the problems
of working men to 3 p.m., at Tappan from 3
Calvert City and a fund-raiser and women ...
he is the mari p.m..to 4 p.m., and .at the
at Fancy Farm.
who can best create a climate campaign headquarters from
- Nunn
in this state that will attract 4 p.m. to 5:30p.m.
Nunn visited Edmonson and more jobs for our
+
people."
Butler counties. He said at the
A "Rolling for Hubbard"
Brown
Butler County courthouse at
An aide said Brown changed skating party and fund-raiser
Morgantown that he would try his mind about the
KET forum has been scheduled at Lynn
to provide relief for the coal because "we wanted
to be on Grove Roller Rink from 7 to
industry from federal over- the show" and
because Brown 9:39 p.m. on Monday, May 14.
regulation and aid for tobacco plan to send a
David Graham, coordinator
tape "had
farmers beset by federal anti- caused a lot of
problems for of the Hubbard for Governor
smoking campaigns.
KET," a veiled reference to campaign in Calloway County
The former governor also McBrayer's earlier
said all admission proceeds
posture.
said taxes had tripled since he
Larry Osterhage, Brown's will be donated by Charles and
,was in office but roads and press aide, said
Suminneieltroader
Brown had a Martha Windsor, owners and
schools were not three times rally scheduled from
6 p.m. to operators of the rink, to the teacher at North Elementary.
better. He said he would 9 p.m. in Lexington, but
Mrs. Schroader is a member
would local Hubbard-effort.
improve both if elected.
Noting that admission for of the National Education
go to the forum "to acNunn named two Butler comodate KET,and be late
for Both skaters and spectators Association, Kentucky
County. campaign
co- our rally."
will be $2 each. Graham said Education Association and the
chairmen -- Bobby Wade and
Atkins
the skating party is an op- • Calloway County Education
Vernita Ingram.
Atkins
contended portunity for people to in- Association. Last year she
McBrayer's reason for dicate tholr support
without was a delegate to the K,EA
--FtteliriYer
• initially withdrawing from the. inaking-ii large
--Contributi
on. lessembiririttraisv
forum was that he "has been "We hope to have
. -McBrayer agreed to appear
She was one of 13 from
young and
on the KET forum though he
afraid to appear at public old alike on the
floor as Calloway, County toattend the
had said Friday he would not
forums because he is afraid to skaters" he continued
, "with Democrat Party's district
unless all six major can- face the questions
he has some others on hand as convention in Eddyville last
didates planned to show up. already been
asked con- spectators to join in the fun." fall. She is presently -serving
He said exempting Mrs. cerning his
involvement with
as youth chairman for the
Stovall and allowing Brown to this administr
ation.
A.- luncheon for Mary Clayton Creek precinct and is
tape remarks was unfair to
-Terry
McBrayer
is McBrayer, wife of the a member of the Calloway
other candidates.
spending $2 million to try to gubernatorial candidate, is County Democratic Executive
Monday, he notified Smith
buy the governorship in slick scheduled at Kenlake Resort Corrunittee from which she is
he would appear even if Mrs. television commerci
als that Hotel at 12:30 p.m. May 17. on leave until after the
Stovall does not. He said his distort the facts.
The people of Tickets for the event are $2 primary.
previous stand was made in Kentucky need
to know where each. Mrs. McBrayer is
She and her husband,
hopes Brown and Mrs. Stovall he stands and how
he reacts to scheduled to be at the local Thomas, live on Rt. 5, Murray
would change their minds, questions that
are not in campaign headquarters and are members of the
and, "Obviously, this was controlled situations
," Atkins following the luncheon. ,
Seventh and Poplar Church of
partially successfull since said.
Christ.
+ + +e

Great Gift
For Mother's Day!

Livestock Market

Hear Sam Whaley

4=4

By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
All but one of the six major
Democratic contenders for
governor say they will appear
on
tonight's
Kentucky
Educational Television forum
as originally schednied.
John Y. Brown 3r. said
Monday that he would appear
in person instead of sending a
taped presentation, and
former state Commerce
Commissioner.
McBrayer reversed a decision
he announced Friday to withdraw from the forum.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall is
scheduled to attend an
everting reception at the home
of Ed Butler of Munfordville
instead of appearing on the
forum.
State Auditor George
Atkins, U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard
and
former
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane said they would appear.
In Monday's campaigning,
with three weeeks left before

Agape Teaching Center To Start
New Bible Study Here Thursday

Band Boosters Will
Hold Meet Tonight

Navah Center Will
Sam Whaley of Forrest City,
N, C., will be the speaker at
the Navah Christian Training
Center, located two miles west
of the General Tire and
Rubber Company, on Key
Bottom Road, Mayfield, on
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, May 10, 11, and 12.
Bro. Whaley is a graduate of
Kenneth Hagin's Rhema Bible
Training Center,Tulsa,Okla.
The Navah Center is an
interdenominational teaching
center. For information
contact Bill and Betty Ingrum,
1-247-1490 or 1-623-8990.
•

Funeral services for Mrs.
Auda Thweatt of Alma Route 1
are being held today at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
John Hicks officiating.
Alvis and Jackie Thorn,
Terry and John Stone,
Franklin Rushing, and Joe
Pat Thweatt are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Thweatt Cemetery.
Mrs. Thweatt, 84, Almo
Route lied Sunday at 2:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was-the
widow of Boss Thweatt and a
member of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Clara Thorn,
Ahno Route 1, and Mrs. Wilma
Stone, Ferndale, Mich.; one
son, Willard Thweatt, Almo;
sister, Mrs. Maude Helfin,
Boaz; three brothers, Charles,
John Henry. and Archie
Harris, all of Paducah; eight
grandchildren; 19 great
grandchildren; two great
great grandchildren.

All But One Of Major Democrat
Candidates To Appear On Forum

PHONE 753-1586

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

Telephone
753-2617
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